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Schematic representation of a central cell with all adjacent sites occupied. 
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Introduction 1 

1. Introduction 

1.1 General Introduction 

It is easy to elucidate that miscibility aspects play an important role in the 

development of synthetic polymer materials. Miscibility and its consequences are 

encountered in various stages of polymer product development, varying from the 

synthesis of polymers, the processing of polymer materials and the 

characterization of these products. 

Miscibility behaviour may have a large impact on the ultimate properties of 

polymer materials. This is certainly the case for polymer blends. To meet the 

growing demands concerning the ultimate set of properties of polymer materials, 

two or more polymers are mixed. Depending on the application of the material 

the morphology may range from a completely homogeneous (miscible) material 

to a two or multiphase (immiscible) system. During processing polymer blends 

are subjected to extreme conditions; elevated temperatures and pressures are 

reached and high shear forces may occur. All these factors influence the 

miscibility of the system and consequently its ultimate properties. For the 

development of polymer blends it is therefore of great importance to gain more 

insight in the relation between processing conditions and polymer demixing 

phenomena. 

Also in the area of polymer synthesis knowledge of polymer miscibility is 

essential. A vast majority of all synthetic polymer materials is produced by either 

solution or bulk polymerization. During the polymerization process the polymer 

product may segregate depending on reaction conditions but also depending on 

the polymer molar mass. Consequently a polymer-rich second phase is formed 

which is for many practical reasons mostly unwanted and has to be avoided. This 

can be achieved by the use of another solvent or combinations of solvents in the 
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case of solution polymerization. In the case of bulk polymerization, the reactor 

conditions have to be changed which might have consequences for the reactor 

design. These examples illustrate that also in polymer synthesis, miscibility 

problems are frequently encountered and a detailed understanding of polymer 

miscibility seems desirable and even necessary in order to solve these problems. 

In general, miscibility is determined by the equilibrium thermodynamic 

functions of state. In view of the time scale of the kinetic processes in 

comparison to the time scale of the experiment, the equilibrium situation is most 

easily reached for polymer solutions. For polymer blends however, true 

equilibrium is not always obtained. Knowledge of the equilibrium situation is still 

valuable though, because it forms the driving force for the kinetically controlled 

processes and therefore will determine to a great extent the ultimate structure 

of the system. 

For 25 years it has been known that equation of state properties determine 

equilibrium thermodynamic properties of polymer systems. This was 

demonstrated unambiguously by the cell model of Prigogine [1] and later by the 

equation of state theory of Flory, Orwoll and Vrij [2-5]. This latter lattice model 

had a tremendous impact on the thermodynamic research related to polymer 

systems. Since then many equation of state theories have been proposed on this 

subject. These theories have provided the relevant parameters which are 

responsible for e.g. LCST (Lower Critical Solution Temperature) demixing 

phenomena, frequently encountered in polymer systems and for the influence 

exerted by pressure on miscibility behaviour. The older Flory-Huggins theory [6-

9], which ignores equation of state properties, completely fails to predict LCST 

phase behaviour. 
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The classical equation of state theories can be subdivided in three main 

classes. 

In a first category we find the cell theories, e.g. the earlier mentioned cell 

model of Prigogine [1 ], the Flory-Orwoll-Vrij theory [2-5], the approach of Walsh 

and Dee [10,11] and the recent approach of Kammer [12]. In all these lattice 

theories the compressibility and thermal expansion of the polymer system are 

explained solely by changes in cell volume. 

In a second class the lattice fluid theory of Sanchez and Lacombe [13-15], the 

approach of Panayioutou and Vera [16] and the lattice gas model of Koningsveld 

and Kleintjens [17-19] are situated. In these theories volume changes of the 

polymer systems are modelled by allowing a variation of empty sites on the 

lattice while the cell volume is assumed to be constant. 

Finally we have the hole theories where the basic ideas of the above two 

groups of theories are incorporated. Allowance is made for cell size variation 

whereas a change in the number of vacancies on the lattice is also taken into 

account. An example of such a theory is the Simha-Somcynsky theory [20]. This 

theory has been developed in the late 1960's for the description of 

thermod}'namic equilibrium properties of pure components. This theory is 

particularly successful in the description and prediction of properties related to 

equation of state behaviour [21-25]. Therefore it provides a solid basis for the 

theoretical study of equation of state behaviour of multicomponent polymer 

systems. With the introduction of extra mixing rules [26], based on the ideas of 

Prigogine (1], the equation of state behaviour of polymer solutions as well as of 

polymer blends was described in a fruitful manner [27,28]. From this point it was 

logical to proceed in the direction of enumeration of phase behaviour of polymer 

multicomponent systems. For the Simha-Somcynsky theory, the first study was 

given by Simha and Jain [29]. As a start, these authors set out to investigate as 

an example the LCST phase behaviour in a particular solution, namely 

polyethylene in n-hexane. In this study, the compositional derivatives of the free 
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energy of mixing, required for the description of phase behaviour, were 

approximated by polynomial fits to the theoretical free energy. Most important 

conclusions from this work are that the Simha-Somcynsky theory is indeed 

capable in describing LCST phase behaviour and that this behaviour is strongly 

dictated by the theoretical free volume fractions of the pure components. It was 

basically this study which opened the way for a further and more detailed 

analysis of polymer phase equilibria in the framework of the Simha-Somcynsky 

theory and related theories. At this point we have reached the objective of this 

thesis. 

1.2 Objective of the present investigation 

The objective of this work is the study of miscibility behaviour and related 

properties of polymer systems in the framework of the hole theories. This study 

is aimed to provide more insight in the theoretical factors which govern polymer 

miscibility. 

1.3 Outline of the thesis 

In chapter 2 the theoretical background of the Simha-Somcynsky theory and 

its relation with other equation of state theories are discussed. Furthermore a 

theoretical modification of this theory will be presented. 

In chapter 3 the process of the extraction of pure component model 

parameters from equilibrium equation of state data is presented. The Simha

Somcynsky theory and its modified version are compared to other equation of 

state theories in their ability to describe pure component equation of state data 

[30]. 

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, Jain and Simha gave the first description 
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of miscibility behaviour of polymer systems in the framework of the Simha

Somcynsky theory. A polynomial fit of the Gibbs free energy of mixing was used 

to compute the compositional derivatives which govern phase behaviour. In 

chapter 4 this procedure is compared with exact and more general computations 

of these derivatives. Consequences for the computed phase behaviour of the 

solution polyethylenefn-hexane are discussed [31]. 

In chapter 5 the Simha-Somcynsky theory and its modified version are 

confronted with detailed experimental miscibility information of the solution 

polystyrenefcyclohexane (32-35]. Especially the complicated and subtle influence 

of pressure on miscibility will be thoroughly examined. Furthermore the modified 

version of the theory is used to investigate miscibility behaviour of the 

polystyrenefmethylacetate solution. Again the influence of pressure plays an 

important role in this study. 

Chapter 6 deals with the relation between pressure influence on miscibility 

and thermodynamic excess functions. Experimental excess volume data of the 

solution polystyrene/cyclohexane, together with demixing information of chapter 

5, serve to illustrate this relation. 

In chapter 7 x-parameters, generated with the Simha-Somcynsky theory and 

the modified version, are presented for the solution polystyrene/cyclohexane. 

A comparison is made with x-parameters from literature [36-39], which are 

determined from light scattering experiments. The contributions of the different 

theoretical factors to the x-parameter are elucidated. 

Chapter 8 deals with phase behaviour of polymer blends as described by the 

original and the modified version of the Simha-Somcynsky theory. In first 

instance phase behaviour is investigated for a hypothetical model blend. The 

influences of molar mass of the constituents and pressure effects on the phase 

diagrams are studied systematically. Furthermore the miscibility behaviour of the 

polymer blend polystyrene /poly(paramethylstyrene) under atmospheric conditions 
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is determined experimentally [40]. The Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 

and the phase optical microscopy techniques served to detect phase separation. 

The experimental results were used to test the modified version of the Simha

Somcynsky theory .. 

Theoretical predictions concerning the excess functions of the hypothetical 

model blend and the blend polystyrenefpoly(paramethylstyrene) are presented 

in chapter 9. 

This thesis is partly based on a collection of publications which have been 

published in various journals [30-35,40). 
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2. Theoretical considerations 

2.1 The liquid state 

To describe the disordered liquid state different theoretical approaches have 

been considered. The efforts for polymer systems closely mimic the 

developments presented for small polymer systems. On the most primitive 

statistical mechanical level one can distinguish between the radial distribution 

function theories and the approaches based on the partition function. For small 

molecule systems the RDF theories have proven to be very successful [41]. It is 

only quite recently that these theories are applied for polymer systems.In this 

respect the work of Curro and Schweizer [42,43] deserves a lot of credit. The 

work presented in this thesis is based on the partition function approach which 

was developed earlier and in the polymer field has a longstanding scientific 

history. In an attempt to describe the disordered liquid state in the partition 

function concept two extreme approaches are possible. 

One can start from a gas which can be represented as a set of particles 

moving around in space quite independently because of the low particle density. 

A liquid can be regarded as a pseudo-gas system with a significantly increased 

density. Focussing on a single particle, this means the number of particles in the 

direct surrounding space will increase substantially as a result of this 

densification process. This effect restricts the mobility of the particle and 

introduces a kind of short-range ordering which is characteristic for a liquid but 

is missing in a gas. 

An alternative way of imagining the liquid state is the crystal-like approach. 

A crystal can be pictured as a set of particles with each particle vibrating with 

a small amplitude around its equilibrium position. This oscillation process takes 

place in an environment formed by all the neighbouring particles. Mter melting 

the crystal the density of the system will decrease slightly as a result of a small 
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increase in interparticle distance. The mobility of the particles will be enhanced 

in such a way that the concept of small vibrations is not valid any more. 

However, the specific heat of a liquid just above its melting point is about the 

same as that for the crystal [44]. This fact supports the idea of the particle still 

moving 'in a restricted space formed by its neighbouring species. 

On the basis of experimental data on simple liquids, is it possible to give 

preference to the gas· or to the crystal-like approach in the discription of the 

liquid state? Or stronger, is it even possible to reject one of these options? To 

give an answer to these intriguing questions the illustrative neutron-scattering 

experiments on liquid krypton by Clayton and Heaton [45] will serve. For the 

present discussion a description of the experimental setup or the refined 

interpretation of the scattering data will be omitted. Only the basic outcome of 

their work will be presented. From scattering experiments on liquid krypton at 

various temperatures they concluded that the nearest neighbour interatomic 

distance increased only slightly with temperature whereas the number of nearest 

neighbours decreases substantially (see table 2.1). 

Table 2.1 Neutron scattering results on liquid krypton 

Temp Density Nearest neighbour Number of nearest 

(K) (atoms/A') distance (A) neighbours 

117 0.0176 4.02 8.5 

133 0.0166 4.04 8.0 

153 0.0154 4.08 7.0 

183 0.0130 4.10 6.5 

210 0.0075 4.20 4.0 

The slight increase of the nearest neighbour distance with temperature supports 

the crystal-like concept whereas the decrease of number of nearest neighbours 

underlines , the gaseous character of a fluid. On the basis of these basic 
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experimental results a molecular theory for a fluid should involve both distinct 

ideas about the nature of the fluid. 

A theory, in which both ideas are contemplated, is the Simha-Somcynsky hole 

theory [20]. This theory is based on statistical mechanics as will be shown. It was 

formulated in the late sixtees by Simha and Somcynsky and can be applied to 

low molar mass species as well as to polymers. Going the way from statistical 

mechanics to the ultimate working equations, several assumptions are made. In 

first instance a brief introduction in rigorous statistical mechanics is presented. 

Subsequently the Simha-Somcynsky theory and the relevant assumptions are 

discussed for low molar mass components. Later on a generalization will be 

made towards polymers. The extension towards multicomponent systems will be 

considered in detail. 

2.2 Equilibrium statistical mechanics 

A system of prescribed temperature and volume is considered with r different 

accessible quantum states. The partition function or sum-over-all-states Z is 

defined by either of two equivalent expressions : 

Z = }; exp(·ErfkT) }; & exp(·ErfkT) (2.1) 
r r 

with k Boltzmann's constant and T the absolute temperature. In the first 

expression Er is associated with the energy of the system in a quantum state with 

quantum numbers {j} = j 1, j2, •••• On the other band , in the second expression 

Er is the energy representing the r energy level. This level is degenerated in 

& states. The partition function is closely related to the Helmholtz free energy 

A of the system : 

A= -kT In Z (2.2) 
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and presents the key in the derivation of all other thermodynamic properties of 

the system. The energy Er consists of different contributions due to different 

degrees of freedom. Translational degrees of freedom which determine the 

positions and motions of the mass-centres of the molecules are predominant in 

this respect. In classical statistical mechanics the translational partition function 

for a system of N identical molecules reads [1]: 

with 

(2.4) 

where Pi is the momentum corresponding to the centre of mass of the i'th 

molecule, ri its position, U the potential energy of the whole system, h Planck's 

constant and m the mass per molecule. The integration is performed over the 

momenta and positions of all individual molecules. The integration over 

momenta in the partition function may be performed so that Z1r may be written 

in the form: 

ztr = ~3~N! J exp (-k~ ) dr1 ... drN = :: (2.5) 

with ~2 = h2/(211'mkT). 

The factor 1/>.3N represents the contribution from the kinetic energy to the 

partition function. zconf is the configurational partition function and reflects the 

potential energy distributions .. Z1r forms the starting point in the derivations of 

the thermodynamic properties one is interested in. 
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2.3 Simha-Somcynsky theory for low molar mass fluids 

The above given expression for the partition function is a general one and it 

is applicable to the solid, fluid or gaseous phase of monatomic components. To 

obtain the partition function for a liquid the volume V of the system is split up 

into a number of cells. With the scattering results of Clayton and Heaton in 

mind, allowance is made for the presence of empty cells or holes. Let y denote 

the fraction of occupied cells. Furthermore the molecules in the cells have a 

certain mobility to wander around in their individual cells. It is assumed that the 

cells are sufficiently small, so there is a negligible probability of finding two 

molecules within the same cell. The cells however are large enough to 

accomodate one molecule, i.e. s = 1 where s represents the number of occupied 

cells per molecule. 

Focussing on one particular occupied cell, two extreme situations may occur. 

All the adjacent cells can be occupied whereas in the other extreme all are 

vacant (situations sketched in fig.2.1a and b). 

ace-----,~ 
/ ' I \ 

tJ( ~ )~ 
[f----t~ 

D 

Fig.2.1 Schematic representation of a central cell with all adjacent sites occupied (a) or vacant (b) 
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Let's first concentrate on situation a. To a reasonable approximation (the 

Einstein or Griineisen approximation) we can picture the central molecule 

wandering in that force field which would be present if all the neighbouring 

species were at their equilibrium cell positions (see fig.2.2). 

Fig.2.2 Schematic representation of a central cell with all neigbouring species at their equilibrium 

cell position 

When the central wanderer is at position r relative to the centre or origin 0 of 

the cell, it has a relative potential energy E(r)-E(O). So now the partition 

function for a N molecules system reads : 

{ _ E(O) )f (_ E(r1 ..... N) -E(O) ) 
exp \ kT exp\ kT 

(2.6) 

with the integral defined as the cell partition function or cell free volume vr. 

The potential energy E(r) consists of all individual pair interactions between the 
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central particle and its neighbours. All these species can be regarded as being 

point-centres. When the interaction is purely dispersive, i.e. no specific 

interactions occur, this pair interaction can be represented by a 6-12 Lennard

lones potential : 

t(r) = t* [ (v* fwt- 2(v* fw)2
] = t* [ (r* /r)12

- 2(r* /rt] (2.7) 

with t * and v* the energy and volume belonging to the minimum in the 

Lennard-lones curve (see fig.23), w the cell volume, defined by w = yV /N, and 

r* and r the one-dimensional analogues of v* and w. 

The cell free volume is determined by the motion of the central segment in its 

cell. The wanderer is restricted to move around in its cell in the potential field 

of the neighbouring segments. This cell potential field is a complicated function 

of the location of the neighbouring segments and the exact intermolecular 

potential law. For the Lennard-Jones potential the cell free volume can be 

studied exactly. However to simplify the mathematics involved in the expression 

1.5 ....-------.....-----------. 

1.0 

0.5 

• ~ 0.0 t---~---rv-----===-1 

-0.5 

-1.0 
-1.5 ...._ ___ ...._ ___ ........ ___ ........ ___ __.. 

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 

Fig.2.3 Scaled Leonard-Jones interaction potential 
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for the cell partition function, one does not adhere to the exact Lennard - Jones 

relation but it is approximated by a square well. Consequently the cell is 

simplified to a cage with a constant cell potential which becomes infinite at the 

cell wall at a distance 2·1/6 r•. The situation is sketched below. 

Flg.2.4 Schematic representation of the central cell free volume with all adjacent sites occupied 

The partition function for the above sketched system of N molecules reads : 

1 ( E(O)) z = exp - ~ J dr1 •• drN tr .fNN! 
sphere 

1 [wl/3 _ 2·1/6 v•t/3] 3 (2.8) 
).3NN! 

In the other extreme, with all adjacent cells vacant, the wanderer is not restricted 

in its movement by neighbour elements and can move over the entire cell. 

Because of the lack of interaction the cell potential energy is independent of the 

position in the cell. This situation is sketched in fig.2.5. 
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D D 

Fig.Z5 Schematic representation of the central cell free volume with all adjacent sites vacant 

In this case the partition function becomes: 

exp (
- EkT(O) ~ I 

2 dr1 .. drN 
cell 

(2.9) 

In a fluid system, the situation will be somewhere between the two extremes. 

The main problem one faces for the moment is the evaluation of the effective 

free volume accessible to the wanderer. It is a somewhat arbitrary manoeuvre 

but one can introduce the linear average for the free lengths (one-dimensional 

free volume) over the occupied fraction y. This procedure leads to the following 

expression for the cell partition function or cell free volume vr: 

(2.10) 
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In reduced quantities the cell partition function reads : 

(2.11) 

with w = w/v*. 

Assuming that the molecules are independent the partition function reads: 

The factor g represents the statistical number of arrangements related to the 

permutations of vacant and filled cells. Simple combinatorics states: 

g = N!/[(yN)! ((1-y)N)!] (2.13) 

The energy for the system at rest Eo is related to the total number of pair 

contacts in the system and the energy belonging to such a contact : 

Eo = ~Nz £* [ A(v* f'wt- 2B(v* /w)2
] (2.14) 

Due to the long-range character of the interaction potential, the contribution 

of interactions between non-nearest neighbours is not negligible. In particular, 

the attractive energy constant·B in eq. 2.14 is significantly greater than unity. 

Unfortunately, the exact contributions of these non-nearest neighbour 

interactions depend on the specific lattice used. Following Simha and Somcynsky 

[20] the values A= 1.011 and B = 1.2049 are used valid for a face-centered cubic 

lattice [46]. 

So far the partition function for a low molar mass component has been 

established and for each term in this function a detailled expression has been 

presented. In the next section a generalization will be made to polymers. 
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2.4 Simha-Somcynsky theory for polymers 

The derivation of the partition function for polymers closely parallels the 

procedure given for low molar mass components. For the latter it was assumed 

that one molecule occupies one cell. A polymer however is considered as an 

open chain consisting of s segments. This s-mer may be treated as a set of s 

point-centres each subjected to the external forces exerted by the neighbouring 

segments at their rest positions. The mean distance between neighbouring point

centres is considered approximately the same whether they belong to the same 

molecule or not. The basic problem is now to obtain an explicit form for the cell 

partition function. Each s-mer contains contributions from inter- and 

intramolecular forces. Because intermolecular forces are of a different order of 

magnitude compared to the intramolecular, it is possible to separate the total of 

3s degrees of freedom of a molecule in the internal and external degrees of 

freedom which respectively depend on intramolecular valency and intermolecular 

forces. Only these external degrees of freedom contribute to the translational 

partition function. When the total number of external degrees of freedom per 

molecule equals 3c, there are 3(s-c) internal degrees present. As Prigogine 

showed [1], the partition function for this system can be approximated as : 

with t and 1/1 the reduced cell partition functions per three external and internal 

degrees of freedom respectively. The term l/1(s-<)N />.3(><)N does not contribute to 

the compositional derivatives of the translational partition function because only 

intramolecular forces are involved in this term. So one obtains: 

(2.16) 

with (2.17) 

Bearing in mind the connectivity of a molecular chain, the total number of 
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external contacts per molecule equals y(s(z-2)+2). For the total energy of the 

system at rest one obtains: 

E0 = lhyN (s(z-2)+2) £* [ A(v* fwt- 2B(v* fw)2
] (2.18) 

with z the coordination number and with the segmental cell volume defined by 

w=yV/Ns. (2.19) 

The combinatorial term has to be altered because the statistics for a sys,tem 

containing s-mers and holes is far more complex than for the s = 1 case. Flory 

[47] estimated the number of arrangements for this complex case by placing the 

segments sequentially on a lattice. The possibility of placing a segment at a given 

lattice site is determined by the probability that this particular lattice site is 

vacant. This probability is related to the occupied site fraction y. This method 

leads to the following ultimate expression for g: 

g = 2-N NN Nh·Nh [(z-1)/e](s-t)Nh (sN + Nh)(N+Nh} y-<N+Nh} (1·y)-<t-y)(sN+Nb)/y 

(2.20) 

with Nh the number of vacant cells. 

2.5 A modified hole theory for polymers and low molar mass fluids 

In the suggested modification , the Simha-Somcynsky structure parameter y, i.e. 

the fraction of occupied sites is replaced by a more appropriate structure 

parameter, i.e. the external contact fraction q. This fraction is a measure for the 

number of intermolecular contacts a system of s-mers can make. This alteration 

has consequences for the combinatorial factor, the cell partition function and for 

the expression for Eo which are discussed in the following. The Flory expression 

is replaced by the Huggins expression in the combinatorial part of the partition 
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function. In deriving the combinatorial factor g Huggins [6,48,49] used the 

scheme similar to that of Flory. The fundamental difference however lies in the 

definition of the probability tliat a lattice site is vacant. Whereas Flory relates 

this probability to the occupied fraction y, according to Huggins it is identified 

with the contact fraction q defined by 

q = N[s(z-2)+2)] / [N[s(z-2)+2] + zNh] (2.21) 

The contact fraction and the site fraction y are interrelated by : 

q = (1-c:t)y/(1-ay) (2.22) 

where a = -y(1-1/s) and 1 = 2/z. 

The Huggins procedure adds one extra term to the original Flory expression for 

g : 

g(Huggins) = g(Flory) * (1-ay)<t-ay)/1Y (2.23) 

and gives a significant improvement as indicated by Monte-Carlo simulations on 

lattices [50-53] and by the description of experimental data [54]. This is the 

main motivation for the introduction of this refined entropy expression into the 

Simha-Somcynsky hole theory. 

Furthermore in the expression for E0 the site fraction y is replaced by the 

contact fraction q : 

Eo= 1/2q_N (s(z-2)+2) £* [ A(v*/wt- 2B(v*/w)2
] (2.24) 

This substitution is also adopted in the averaging procedure of the free length 

in the cell partition function. Instead of averaging over y one averages over q, 

so the reduced cell partition function becomes : 

(2.25) 
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This modified version is referred to in literature as the Holes and Huggins or 

Holey Huggins theory [30]. In the low molar mass case (s= 1), this Holes and 

Huggins version reduces to the original Simha-Somcynsky formulation, see 

relation 2.22. With the introduction of these modifications it is hoped that a 

more consistent description of thermodynamic properties is obtained. In the 

following chapters the predictive and descriptive power of both theories is tested 

by confronting them with equilibrium thermodynamic properties of real systems. 

2.6 Basic thermodynamic equations 

2.6.1 Equation of state 

The partition function opens the way for the determination of the equilibrium 

properties one is interested in. In order to evaluate these properties for a N 

molecules system basically seven parameters have to be quantified first:£*, v*, 

s, c, z, y and the volume V with the relevant parameters expressed per mole 

segments. The coordination number z is set equal to 12. To solve y and V as a 

function of the pressure p and temperature T the equation of state and the 

minimization condition serve. The latter condition is a reflection of the tendency 

of the system to obtain a minimum free energy defining the equilibrium value 

ofy: 

(of/(Jy)N,V,T = (olnZ/(Jy)N,V,T = 0 (2.26) 

The equation of state reads: 

p = -(8F/8V)N,T = -(8F/8V)N,T,y + (8F/fJy)N,T,v(8y/8V)N,T (2.27) 

and becomes: p = -(oF/8V)N,T,y (2.28) 

The equation of state is expressed in reduced macroscopic quantities V, 
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f and p. These are related to the microscopic variables as follows : 

V = V /V* = V /(Nsv*) (2.29) 

f = T/T* = cRT/((s(z-2)+2) t*) (2.30) 

p = p/p* = psv*/((s(z-2)+2) t*) (2.31) 

The expressions for the minimization condition and the equation of state in 

reduced form now become : 

(s/c) [(s-1)/s + In (1-y)/y -In (1-ay)/('YY) -<k/1] = (317-l+ay)/((1-q)(l-ay)) + 

(2.32) 

(1-a)y [2B(yV}-2-3A(yV)4 +4ay(A(yV)"''-B(yV)"2)]/(2T(l-ay)2) 

and 

PY7T = (1-q)-1 + 2(1-a)y (yVf2 [A(yVf2 -B]/((1-ay)T) (2.33) 

with 11 = 2-116 (1-<k)Y (yVf1
'
3 /(1-ay) (2.34) 

These relations reduce to the expressions obtained in the Simha-Somcynsky 

theory if a equals zero or s equals one. 

There are two alternative routes for the determination of the molecular 

parameters t*, v*, s and c. In the original Simha-Somcynsky theory [20] c is 

related to s through the so called semi-flexibility rule 3c = s + 3. This relation 

was first derived by Prigogine [1] for semi-flexible chain molecules. In this case 

the parameters are determined by fitting experimental equilibrium equation of 

state data to the equations 2.32 and 2.33. An alternative approach is to link s to 

the molecular structure. The parameter s can be chosen at forehand in such a 

way that one monomer repeat unit in a polymer molecule occupies exactly one 

cell site. The three molecular parameters left are again determined by a fit of 

experimental equation of state data. This latter procedure is used henceforth 

unless otherwise stated. 
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2.6.2 Helmholtz free enelliY 

The Helmholtz free energy per mole of occupied lattice sites is given by: 

A/(NsRT) = lny/s + (1-y)ln(1-y)/y -(1-ay)ln(1-ay)/('YY) 

(2.35) 

with Nathe number of Avogadro. Some volume independent contributions (eq 

2.20) to the combinatorial entropy have been omitted in the expression for the 

Helmholtz free energy because one is only interested in a relative rather than 

an absolute value of the Helmholtz free energy. Standard equilibrium 

thermodynamics links all other thermodynamic properties to this Helmholtz free 

energy. 

2. 7 Generalization for multicomponent systems 

This paragraph is devoted to the description of multicomponent systems within 

the framework of the presented theories. The approach that is taken relies on 

the principle of corresponding states which is a useful guide in the estimation of 

the density of fluid systems. In the present context it can be formulated that all 

substances obey the same equation of state in terms of reduced variables. These 

variables can be expressed in terms of critical constants or in terms of molecular 

parameters, e.g. f.*, v*, s and c. The molecular parameters of a mixture partly 

depend on the molecular parameters of the pure components. A composition 

dependent averaging procedure may be introduced which is separately applied 

to each kind of segment in the system. One can even go a step further and take 

an average over all kinds of pairs in the system. This process is illustrated by 
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focussing for the moment on one segment in a two-component system. The 

wanderer can be either a component A or B segment. This wanderer feels a 

force field in which A-A and A-B or B-A and B-B interactions play a role. This 

field can be replaced by some kind of average force field depending on the 

fractions of the constituents A and B. Consequently this composition dependent 

fluctuations are neglected which is reasonable, provided the pair interactions in 

the system are not too different. So the average interaction energy for a pair of 

segments at a distance r in the mixture may be written as [26,29]: 

(2.36) 

with XA the site fraction of component A defined by : 

(2.37) 

The energy contributions can be expressed in terms of Lennard-lones potentials 

leading to: 

(2.38) 

From these two relations <£*> and <v*> are deduced: 

[ X 2 £ * v *2 + 2X X c. * v *2 + X 2 c. * v *2 
]
2 

AAAAA ABABAB BBBBB 
<£*> = (2.40) 
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The cross interaction parameters £ AB * and r AB * can be expressed as a function 

of the average of the pure component parameters : 

£ , _ X (c. , £ *)1/2 
AB - AA BB 

When X and Y equal unity, the interaction are purely dispersive. 

The other molecular parameters s and c are defined as follows : 

with the segment fraction defined by 

(2.42) 

(2.43) 

(2.44) 

(2.45) 

(2.46) 

Based on corresponding state arguments the average molecular mass per 

segment M0 is averaged as well and becomes [26]: 

The macroscopic scaling parameters <p*>, <V*> and <T*> become 

composition dependent by the introduction of the averaged microscopic 

parameters in eq. 2.29-2.31. The combinatorial part of the partition function will 

become more complex for multicomponent systems because a statistical mixing 

process takes place between more than one component and vacancies. Because 

only purely dispersive interactions are accounted for in the theory without any 

specific interactions, this mixing process is assumed to be completely random. 

For a two component system the total number of arrangements is increased by 

a factor !fJA/sA ln~pA + ~psfs8 ln~p8 . 
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2.8 Basic thermodynamic equation for multi-component systems 

The scaled working equations for a mixture and for a single component fluid 

are formally identical. The main difference. ,however is the introduction of the 

composition averages for the molecular parameters in these working equations. 

Apart from this difference the equation of state and the minimization condition 

( eq.2.34 and 2.35) do not change. In the expression for the Helmholtz free 

energy an extra term appears from the mixing of more than one component. For 

a binary mixture this energy per mole of segments becomes : 

Aro/(N<s>RT) = I()AjsA lni()A + l()a/sa lnl()a + (1-y)/y ln(1-y) 

+ In (y)/ <s> -(1-<a>y)/(1'1) ln(1-<a>y) 

- <c.> In (v* yV (1-17)3
) 

+ (1-a)y <c.> [A(yV)4 -2B(yV)"2]/(2(1-ay)T) 

+ 3/2 <c5 > In (211'<M0 >RT/(N8h)2
) (2.48) 

The volume V and the occupied fraction y of the mixture are quantified as a 

function of p and T by simultaneously solving the minimization condition and the 

equation of state for the mixture. 

In paragraph 2.6 it is shown that basically seven parameters characterise a one

component fluid uniquely within the framework of the theory. In the description 

of a two-component system two additional parameters are introduced, i.e. f. AB * 

and v AB *. Whereas the pure component parameters are estimated by fitting 

experimental equilibrium equation of state data, the two mixing parameters are 

evaluated from the fit of an experimental critical point as will be shown in the 

next section. This is one of the procedures that is available to fit the mixing 

parameters and will be used as a standard procedure throughout this thesis. 
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2.9 Phase behaviour 

Generally, in the pressure-temperature-composition space of a binary system 

a two-phase region or miscibility gap exists bounded by the binodal condition. 

This condition requires equality of the chemical potentials of the constituents in 

the two phases. The miscibility gap is subdivided in a metastable and. unstable 

region by the spinodal condition : 

(2.49) 

with the Gibbs free energy of mixing : 

with Gm the Gibbs free energy of the mixture. In the stable and metastable 

regions Jsp is positive whereas in the unstable region this derivative is negative. 

Binodal and spinodal coincide at the critical state which is situated at the top of 

both curves for a strictly binary system. Here in addition the critical condition 

has to be fulfilled : 

(2.51) 

The critical state (fPc.., Tc,) at atmospheric pressure serves to fit the mixing 

parameters £AB * and v AB *. 

In first instance Jain and Simha [29] approximated the theoretical values of 

AGm by fourth order polynomials in the concentration. This facilitates to a great 

extend the differentiation procedure necessary to evaluate phase behaviour. 

Because second and third derivatives are involved, it is clear that small errors 

in the estimation of AGm may lead to considerable errors in the computation of 

phase behaviour. At a later stage the mathematical exact first and second 

derivatives of AGm were derived in order to avoid these possible errors. The 
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minimization condition, the equation of state and the Gibbs free energy of 

mixing are complex functions of the principle variables "B> y, p, T and V. To 

make the derivatives, which are functions of the principle variables manageable, 

some extra auxiliary variables are introduced. The working equations are 

functions of these auxiliary variables, viz. : 

the Helmholtz free energyA/(N<s>R1)=A(~pA>y,T,Q,n,<s>,<c>,<Mo>,<v"' >) 

the equation of state : EOS = EOS(y,T,Q,71,<s>,<c>) 

and the minimization procedure : MICO = MICO(y,T,Q,I'J, < s >, < c >) 

where EOS and MICO represent eq. 2.32 and 2.33 in the multicomponent form 

implicitly. The compositional derivatives, which determine the phase behaviour, 

can be expressed in terms of the auxiliary variables [31]. For the first derivative 

of a function E, e.g. one of the three above given functions, one obtains : 

with Ii one of the n1 auxiliary variables. 

The second derivative reads: 

(:~J p,T 
(2.52) 

(ai.) (a1. ) 
aq~~ p,T ~ p,T 

(2.53) 

The derivatives for the thermodynamic functions with respect to the auxiliary 

variables are summarized in [31] together with the compositional derivatives of 

these variables. Appropriate combination of the expressions produces the desired 

thermodynamic properties, e.g. chemical potentials and spinodals. The third 
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compositional derivative, which determines the critical state, was not derived 

analytically but was computed numerically starting from the analytically derived 

second derivative. As stated before, y and V are determined by solving the 

equation of state and the minimization condition simultaneously. The first and 

second derivatives of y and V are determined by solving the set of equations 

formed by the first and second derivative of the equation of state and 

minimization condition. Once y,V and the derivatives have been obtained, all 

tabulated expressions and consequently thermodynamic properties can be 

computed in a straightforward way. 

Chapter 4 is devoted partly to differences in AGm that occur when either the 

analytical or the approximate method is used for the computation of AGm for a 

polymer/solvent system. The consequences for the computed phase behaviour 

are discussed as well. 

2.10 Analogy with other equation of state theories 

A unique feature of the Simha-Somcynsky theory and the Holes and Huggins 

theory is the way the free volume is treated. First of all the total free volume is 

obtained from the free lattice sites and cell free volume contributions. 

Furthermore the division of the cell free volume in a solid-like and a gas-like 

part sets these theories clearly apart from the other existing equation of state 

models. These other models are discussed below because computations have 

been performed also with other equation of state theories and to elucidate the 

position of the Simha-Somcynsky and the Holey Huggins theories amongst these 

other theories. 

These other models can be divided into two classes. The first class is formed 

by the cell models in which vacant cell sites are not admitted. The free volume 

exclusively originates from the free space available to each wanderer in its 

individual cell. Representative for this approach are Prigogine's cell model [1], 

the Flory, Orwoll, Vrij theory [2-5], Pattersons approach [55-59], the modified 

version of the cell model by Walsh and Dee [10,11] and the recent approach of 
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Kammer et al [12]. 

The second class is formed by the vacancy models. The wanderer are froozen 

in at their equilibrium positions and free volume is determined by vacant cells · 

only. Examples are the theories of Sanchez and Lacombe (13-15], Koningsveld 

and Kleintjens [17-19] and the approach of Panayiotou and Vera [16]. 

In the next section these models are discussed briefly and especially the 

Flory-Orwoll-Vrij theory and the model of Sanchez-Lacombe are examined 

more extensively. The reason for this is that computations on real systems have 

been performed also with these two theories. This opens the possibility to 

compare the different models not only on a pure theoretical level but also to test 

their power in describing and predicting thermodynamic properties of real 

systems. 

2.11 Cell models 

If no allowance is made for vacant cells, i.e. y = 1, the Sirnha-Somcynsky theory 

boils down to the crude version of the smoothed potential cell model as defined 

by Prigogine [1]. Walsh and Dee [10] adapted this potential cell model for pure 

components. Their aim was to obtain a better equation of state description for 

pure polymers at equilibrium conditions. An extra fit parameter was added to 

the cell partition function which can be seen as a correction for the hard core 

volume: 

(2.54) 

The value for q corresponds to an increase of the hard-core volume of 

approximately 25% in comparison with the original cell model. Although one has 

to recognize there is no solid theoretical basis for the introduction of this fit 

parameter the equation of state description of homopolymers is enhanced. 
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Recently Kammer [12] modified the cell theory of Prigogine [1] for the 

description of miscibility behaviour of copolymer systems. The square well 

approximation, leading to an explicit expression of the cell partition function, is 

not used in this approach. Instead the cell partition function is expressed in 

terms of properties of the pure components. An expansion is applied in powers 

of reduced pressure and reduced reciprocal temperature. The cell theory that has 

found wide application in the field of polymer physics, is the theory of Flory, 

Orwoll and Vrij [2-5]. It is compared in this thesis with the SS and HH theory 

in its capability to describe the phase behaviour of the polymer solution 

polystyrene/ cyclohexane. 

2.12 The Flory-Orwoll-Vrij theory 

A theory that bas found wide application is the Flory-Orwoll-Vrij [2-5] theory. 

The reason for this is its relative mathematical simplicity combined with its 

capability of successfully describing physical properties. The most important 

distinctions between this theory and the Simha-Somcynsky model are 

summarized below. 

1. The equilibrium energy is assumed to be of a van der Waals form instead of 

a Leonard-Jones type : 

Eo - Cfw (2.55) 

with C a constant. 

2. The term 2-116 in the cell partition function vanishes because this term is 

derived from the Leonard-Jones potential energy equation. The occupied fraction 

y equals unity so the cell partition function reads : 

(2.56) 
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3. The hard core volumes v* are chosen in such a way that they are equal for 

all components in a mixture. 

4. A surface area per segment ri is introduced. For a binary system the fraction 

of the total surface area for molecules of type A becomes : 

(2.57) 

5. Averaging rules are not defined for microscopic parameters but instead for the 

scaling parameters p* and T*. For a binary system the mixing rules are 

introduced : 

(2.58) 

(2.60) 

(2.61) 

with XAB the Flory-Huggins imeraction parameter defined by : 

(2.62) 

with ApA the chemical potential difference between solution and pure A 

The translational partition function for a mixture reads : 

(2.63) 

with the equation of state : 
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(2.64) 

withp = pj<p*>, T = T/<T*> and V = V/(Nsv*) (2.65) 

To e~timate the pure component parameters in the Flory-Orwoll-Vrij theory, it 

is not common to fit a whole pVT-surface. Mostly a one-point fit is used. This 

means knowledge of a single molar volume at a given temperature and 

atmospheric pressure together with the corresponding thermal pressure and 

thermal expansion coefficient is sufficient to quantify these parameters. 

From the equation of state one derives at zero pressure : 

(2.66) 

(2.67) 

(2.68) 

with the thermal pressure coefficient 1 = (1Jp/8T)v and the thermal expansion 

coefficient a = (alnV /8T)p. In the Flory-Orwoll-Vrij ~eory it is a prerequisite 

that the hard core molar volumes vi* (expressed in m3 /mole) are equal. By 

adjusting the molar mass per segment of the pure components this condition can 

be fulfilled. The number of external degrees of freedom for a pure component 

follows from : 

(2.69) 

and the surface area per segment : 

r. = 2p. * v. *2/C I I I (2.70) 

The interaction parameter XAB and cAB are determined from miscibility 

behaviour. 
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2.13 The Sanchez-Lacombe model 

The vacancy models form a second class of equation of state models. An 

example of this type is the Sanchez-Lacombe theory [13-15]. In this model the 

segments are frozen in at the equilibrium positions on their respective cells and 

have consequently no free volume in the cell to move over. In contrast to the 

cell models, this means the Boltzmann factor in the partition function is not split 

up in a rest term containing Eo and a cell partition term reflecting the deviation 

from this value at rest. In the Sanchez-Lacombe theory the configurational 

partition function for a pure component is defined by : 

Acont = f f g exp [-(E+pV)/kT] dV dE (2.71) 
VE 

with E the internal energy of the system. Please note this partition function is 

defined in such a way that it leads directly to the Gibbs free energy G. In the 

lattice formulation with the fraction of occupied sites f = s~/(s~ + Nh) the 

total number of configurations of the system becomes approximately : 

(2.72) 

This is analoguous to the combinatorics applied in the Simha-Somcynsky theory. 

H random mixing is assumed, the chance that two adjacent sites are occupied 

equals e. Denoting the corresponding interaction energy between these sites £, 

the total intermolecular energy is : 

(2.73) 

A typical feature of the Sanchez-Lacombe theory is the fact that the number of 

segments attributed to a polymer molecule in the pure component state may 

change in the mixture. Just as in the Flory-Orwoll-Vrij theory it is a prerequisite 
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that the hard core volumes v* for segments of different components are equal 

in the mixture. In the following a binary mixture is considered. If a type i 

molecule occupies s;0 sites in the pure state, it occupies s; sites in the mixture, 

where 

s. = s.0 v.*f<v* > I I I (2.74) 

with the hard core volume averaged over the volume fraction : 

<v* > - '" <lv * + '" 0v • - TA A TB B (2.75) 

where (2.76) 

The average chain length < s > follows straightforwardly from : 

(2.TI) 

The total number of configurations for a binary system is approximately given 

by: 

with fo = N0/(N0+sANA +s8Ns), fA = sANAf(N0+sANA +s8N8) and 

fB = 1-fA-fo (2.79) 

If random mixing is assumed, the intermolecular energy becomes : 

(2.80) 

(2.81) 

(2.82) 
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The volume fraction A in the mixture is defined by : 

The equation of state for the mixture now becomes : 

1/1J2 + p + T[ln(1-1/V) + (1-1/<s>)1/V] = o 

with the reduced equation of state parameters : 

V = V/<V*> = V/(Ns<v*>) 

T = T/<T*> = kT/<E:*> 

p = p/<p*> = p<V*>/<r.*> 

The Gibbs free energy for the mixture now becomes : 

(2.83) 

(2.84) 

(2.85) 

(2.86) 

(2.87) 

35 

G/(<s>N<r.*>) = -1/V + pV + T[(V-1)1n(1-1/V)-1/<s> lnV (2.88) 
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3. Equation of State Behaviour of Pure Components 

3.1 Introduction 

In chapter 2 some statistical mechanical models have been presented for low 

molar mass systems as well as for polymers. In each model particular 

suppositions were made characterizing the model. In this chapter the molecular 

parameters of the pure components are presented for these models. These 

parameters are quantified by confronting the theoretical equations of state with 

equilibrium equation of state data for various components. The quality of the fit 

a certain model gives, is taken as an indication for the adequacy of the 

approximations involved in this model. In this chapter only pure component 

parameters are presented. So the appropriateness of the mixing rules involved 

in the different models is not discussed. The SS and HH model are compared 

with the Sanchez-Lacombe theory [13-15], the Flory-Orwoll-Vrij theory [2-5] and 

Prigogine's cell model [1]. The results of Dee and Walsh [10,11] will serve to 

make this comparison. Furthermore the differences between the SS and the HH 

theory are discussed as well. 

3.2 Comparison of equation of state models ; a literature survey 

In fitting dilatometric data to the theoretical equation of state only 

equilibrium data in the fluid phase or melt state are of interest. This is because 

in the derivation of these equations the fluid phase is considered to be in 

equilibrium. Under these conditions the specific volume is a function of the state 

variables only. For polymers equilibrium can be maintained in the melt and 

solution states. The glassy state however is a non-equilibrium state, i.e. the 
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specific volume depends also on formation history parameters such as the rate 

the glass was formed or the pressure during the formation. For the present 

purposes only equation of state data in the molten state are considered. 

Zoller [60] and Dee and Walsh [10,11] have investigated extensively pVT

data' of the most common polymers in the melt and analysed these data in the 

framework of the various equation of state theories. These authors compared the 

Sanchez-Lacombe (SL) theory, the Flory-Orwoll-Vrij (FOV) theory, Prigogines 

cell model (CM), Walsh's and Dee's modified version of the cell model (MCM) 

and the Simha-Somcynsky theory in the ability to fit p VT-data of polymers. Both 

authors concluded that the Simha-Somcynsky theory gives one of the best 

representations of the data over an extended range of pressures and 

temperatures with deviations usually smaller than 0.003 cm3 fg for pressures up 

to 200 MPa and temperatures as large as 250 oc. The results of Walsh serve to 

illustrate this, see table 3.1. Equilibrium pVT-data of polyethylene (PE), 

polystyrene (PS), polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and poly(hydroxypropyl)ether of 

bisphenol A (PO) were fitted, applying the equations of state of the various 

theories. A non-linear least squares fit was used, minimizing the value of s2
, with 

(3.1) 

with the summation performed over all data-points, with N the number of data

points, Pi,exp is the measured pressure at a specified volume and temperature 

and Pi,theory is the value of the pressure predicted by the relevant equation of 

state for the i'th data point. The modified cell model gives numerically the best 

fit although one has to take into account that one additional adjustable 

parameter is introduced to achieve this (see also chapter 2). When one compares 

the results of the Simha-Somcynsky theory with the cell-model, only a slight 

improvement in pVT-description is observed. This does not imply however that 

thermal expansion and compressibility properties can be mainly described by 

changes in cell free volume in the Simha-Somcynsky theory. In paragraph 3.3 it 

will be elucidated that the number of vacancies varies significantly with changing 

temperature and pressure. Its impact on the total equation of state behaviour is 
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quantitatively larger than the change in the cell volume upon a temperature or 

pressure change. The use of solely changes in the number of vacancies in the 

case of the Sanchez-Lacombe theory, gives a less satisfactory fit comparable to · 

the other presented models. 

Table 3.1 s2 of pVf-fits for polyethylene (PE), polystyrene (PS), poly(dimethylsiloxane) and poly 

(bydroxypropyl)ether of bispbenol A (PO) according to the indicated models 

P-range (bar) 

T-range (K) 

SL 

FOV 

CM 

ss 
MCM 

PE 

0-2000 

425-535 

16.97 

9.25 

1.942 

1.49 

0.85 

PS 

0-1800 

395-595 

30.6 

11.1 

1.64 

0.975 

0.51 

PDMS 

0-2000 

300-510 

102.2 

42.6 

5.66 

4.67 

4.71 

PO 

0-1800 

360-575 

36.06 

10.89 

3.15 

1.1 

0.89 

3.3 Comparison Simha-Somcynsky I Holes-Huggins model 

3.3.1 Universal pVT surface 

In this section the ability of the original Simha-Somcynsky theory and the 

Holes-Huggins theory to describe pVT-characteristics is compared [30]. One can 

compare the theories on a general basis with the relations expressed in reduced 

variables for an imaginary molar mass (s value has to be specified) 

independently of any actual system. In fig.3.1 reduced isotherms are presented 
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for the SS and the HH theories. At higher reduced temperatures differences 

between the theories emerge. Clearly, the theories have different universal pVT 

surfaces. In fig.3.2 it is observed that the parameter y in the same p VT interval 

is substantially larger for the SS theory; i.e. a denser structure is predicted. The 

reduced cell volume as a function of temperature and pressure is almost 

identical in both theories, as indicated in fig.3.3. Although only slightly 

dependent on temperature, the cell volume changes significantly with pressure. 

At low reduced temperatures the occupied fraction y approaches unity and the 

contact fraction q tends to the fraction y. Consequently both treatments can be 

practically superimposed at low temperatures. 
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3.3.2 Experimental data 

Because differences are obseiVed for the universal pVT-surfaces, it is of 

interest to see if differences are also noticeable in the description of 

experimental data. As was already outlined in chapter 2, the pure component 

can be modelled in different ways. Here the relative chain length is taken equal 

to the degree of polymerization s = M/Mo where M is the molar mass of the 

polymer and Mo the molar mass of a physical repeat unit, unless otherwise 

stated. In fig.3.4 experimental pVT-data for PS are shown [24]. Differences 

between the SS and the HH theories are numerically small and are not visible 

in this figure. Also differences in computed thermal expansion and 

compressibility coefficients are very small. Nevertheless the polymer is modelled 

differently in both theories. For the sake of comparison, the molecular and 

scaling parameters for some polymers are compiled in table 3.2. These were 

extracted from experimental equation of state data [24,61,62] · using a 

multiparameter estimation program (PEP) [63] developed at DSM, the 

1.03 ,...-------------. 
1 

a 1.01 ..... .. e 
0 -
> 0.99 .., 
i 
> 0.97 

~ 
'() .., 
i 0.95 

0.93 
380 400 420 440 460 480 

Temperature T (K) 

Fig.3.4 Volume -temperature behaviour at indicated pressures (bar) for polystyrene: experimental 

data (24] (•) and theoretical deseription according toSS(·--) and HH (--)theories. 
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Netherlands. For the systems considered in table 3.2 the scaling parameters p*, 

V* and T* are larger for the SS than for the HH theory. Consequently, the 

polymer is situated in different regions of the universal pVT-surface. The 

differences in the scaling parameter values are related to differences in 

molecular parameters. In the SS theory the interaction parameters E * and v* are 

larger, indicating a deeper and wider potential bowl than for the HH theory. On 

the other band, the flexibility parameter c, is smaller, indicating that fewer 

TaWe 3.Z Molecular and scaliDg parameters acc:ording to the SS and HH theory for polystyrene 

(PS), polyethylene (PE), poly(p-chlorostyrene) (PpCJS) and poly(o-methylstyrene) 

(PoMeS) 

Polymer t• 

(J/mole) 

A. SS theory 

PS 6968.8 99.54 

PE 3356.2 29.68 

PpCJS 9981.0 108.63 

PoMeS 8508.1 114.78 

B. HH theory 

PS 6690.9 98.46 

PE 3162.9 29.62 

PpCIS 9535.5 107.87 

PoMeS 8181.9 113.52 

,. 
(bar) 

0.7694 7002.6 

0.5508 11309.6 

13361 9189.1 

0.9591 7416.0 

0.8531 67%.6 

0.5834 10679.8 

1.4356 8840.8 

1.0611 7210.8 

0.9572 

1.0581 

0.7838 

0.9712 

0.9468 

1.0560 

0.7783 

0.9606 

T* 

(K) 

10899.2 

733().9 

8985.8 

10674.2 

9438.1 

6522.4 

7989.7 

9278.4 
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degrees of freedom are volume-dependent in the SS theory. From the changes 

in the molecular parameters one can anticipate a denser structure for the SS 

theory compared to the HH theory which is confirmed by the computations. It 

is worthwile to observe that C5 can become larger than unity, indicating that the 

monomer segments are not rigid spheres but have some degrees of freedom 

depending on volume. The quality of the fit of the HH theory is somewhat 

better than the fit obtained with the SS theory, although numerical differences 

are small. 

So far we have only considered the pVT-description of individual pure 

components and their molecular- and scaling parameters. The final goal however 

is to describe and predict equilibrium thermodynamic properties of mixtures. In 

order to do this these pure component parameters are essential, together with 

the two mixing parameters hi the computation of the average segmental energy 

< E * > and volume < v* > for which the mixing rules 2.40 and 2.41 serve. These 

mixing rules may only be applied when the hard core volumes differ not too 

much as Prigogine pointed out [1]. He estimated a tolerable difference in v* of 

approximately 10%. Of course this is only a guide-line because it is impossible 

to give an absolute limit. This limit for the difference in hard core volumes may 

pose a problem for a polymer blend for which the hard-core volumes of the 

monomer repeat units are very different. The same problem might arise in the 

case of a polymer solution when the molar volume of the solvent is again 

different compared to the polymer repeat unit volume. In these cases one of the 

two pure component descriptions has to be adapted in such a way that the 

molecular parameters come closer, i.e. one of the segment sizes has to be 

increased or decreased. How does this change affect the quality of the pVT· 

description? To answer this question pVT-data of PS are fitted making use of 

the HH theory while changing the segmental size. In fig.3.5 results are displayed 

of a pVT-fit of PS-data obtained from Quach and Simha [24]. The fit was 

performed using PEP. The segment size of PS was varied around the size of a 

monomer repeat unit and the quality of each fit was expressed in s2
, defined by 
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where the summation is performed over the data points and where the standard 

deviations are set to aP = 0.5%, av = 0.04% and aT= O.lK respectively. In this 

fit 28 datapoints were used over an extended temperature and pressure regime. 

s2 is only slightly dependent on the chosen value for the segmental molar mass. 

So for the quality of the pVT-fit it does not really matter what segmental molar 

mass is chosen. As shown in fig. 3.6a, b and c the scaling parameters E *, v* and 

C5 are linear functions of the segmental molar mass . 

.to ..------------. 
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Flg.3.5 Quality of the pVT-fit, expressed in the parameter s2
, for PS (24] as a function of the PS 

segmental molar mass 
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3.4 Molecular parameters for studied systems according to SS and 

HH theories 

In table 3.3-3.7 molecular parameters are displayed for the components that are 

studied in this thesis. The references, where the equation of state data are taken 

from, are displayed for each system. Pure component parameters for the system 

PS/CH in the framework of the Flory-Orwoll-Vrij and the Sanchez-Lacombe 

theories are included as well. 

Table 3.3 Molar mass and molecular parameters according to the SS-theory for PE [21,61] and CH 

[64]. The semi-flexibility rule 3c=s+3 was used. 

Sample 

CH 

PE 

E*(J/mole) 

2932.5 

2737.4 

4.9050*10..5 

3.2924*10'5 

M,(kg/mole) 

0.0344 

0.0317 

Table 3.4 Molecular parameters for PS [24] and CH [65] according to the SS and HH theories 

Sample E*(J/mole) v*(m3/mole) cs M,(kgfmole) 

PS 

ss 6968.8 9.8538*10.5 0.76939 0.104 

HH 6690.9 9.8464*1(T5 0.85312 0.104 

CH 6543.4 9.3596*10..S 1.8 0.084 
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Table 3.5 Molecular parameters for PS [24] and MeAc [66] according to the HH theory 

s;Wple E*(J/mole) v*(m3 /mole) cs Mo(kg/mole) 

MeAc 5243.3 6.6813*10"5 1.5480 0.074 

PS 6690.9 9.8464*10"5 0.85312 0.104 

5545.5 8.1539*10-s 0.68805 0.086 

Table 3.6 Molecular parameters for model blend according to the SS and HH theories, the semi 

flexibility rule 3c = s + 3 is used 

Component 

A 

B 

E*(J/mole) 

3500 

4000 

v*(m3 /mole) Mo(kg/mole) 

5*10"' 0.050 

5*10-S 0.050 

Table 3.7 Molecular parameters for PS [24] and PpMeS [67] according to tbe HH theory 

Sample 

PS 

PpMeS 

E*(J/mole) 

6690.9 

7114.7 

v*(m3/mole) cs 

9.8464*10"5 0.85312 

9.8422*10-5 0.89964 

Mo(kg/mole) 

0.104 

0.1005 
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Table 3.8 Molecular parameters for PS and CH according to the Sanchez-Lacombe theory 

Sample 

PS 

CH 

f*(J/mole) 

6110.1)6 

4125.66 

Mo(kgfmole) 

0.0191 

0.0097 

Table 3.9 Characteristic parameters at 298 K for PS and CH according to the FOV theory 

Sample 

PS 

CH 

a (1/K) 

5.72*1!r 

1.217*10"3 

"( (N/(m~)) 

1.381*1~ 

1.067*10-3 

49 
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3.5 Conclusions 

In this chapter the SS theory is compared with the Sanchez-Lacombe theory, 

the Flory-Orwoll-Vrij theory and with the conventional and a modified version 

of the cell model in their ability to describe equation of state behaviour of some 

common polymers under equilibrium conditions. 

The modified cell model (MCM) gives numerically the best fit although one 

has to recognize that one additional parameter is introduced to improve the 

description. 

Amongst the other theories, the SS theory generates superior pVT-fits with a 

minimum of independent adjustable parameters. This is an indication for the 

validity of the approximations involved in this model. 

The HH theory produces a somewhat better quantitative descriptions of 

equilibrium equation of state behaviour of polymers in comparison with the SS. 

theory. Differences are noticeable if one considers a real polymer system. The 

HH theory suggests a less dense structure, i.e. a larger fraction of holes on the 

lattice. This is realized by a slightly shallower bowl of the interaction potential. 

However, the most important factor responsible for the introduction of extra 

holes is the increased number of external degrees of freedom. 
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Polymer Solution Section 
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4. Computation of Phase Equilibria : Comparison of· 

Approximate and Exact Methods 

4.1 Introduction 

Since the pioneering work of Flory [8,9] and Huggins [6,7] a large number of 

publications has been devoted to the study of Upper (UCST) and Lower Critical 

Solution Temperature (LCST) behaviour in relation to different thermodynamic 

and molecular parameters. Basically, for non-polar systems, thus excluding 

systems with strong orientational dependent interactions, the UCST demixing 

is a result of entropic contributions to the free energy favouring miscibility at 

high temperatures and unfavourable energetic interactions ultimately causing the 

system to demix at sufficiently low temperatures [68]. The entropically driven 

LCST demixing is essentially due to a mismatch between the equation of state 

properties of the mixture constituents [68]. The discussion of strong orientational 

interactions can only be successful when different theoretical concepts are 

applied [1,69], Therefore, in this dissertation only non-polar systems are 

considered. 

The SS and HH theories not only provide a sound theoretical framework to 

discuss the phase behaviour under atmospheric conditions but allow also the 

evaluation of miscibility at elevated pressures. In this section (chapters 4-7) of 

the dissertation polymer solutions are considered whereas the next section is 

devoted to the study of polymer blends (chapters 8,9). 

As was already outlined in chapter 2, the compositional derivatives of the 

Gibbs free energy of a multicomponent system were in first instance computed 

in an approximate manner by Jain and Simha [29]. In order to obtain some 
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initial results they fitted quartic polynomials in the concentration to the 

theoretical free energy. As a first test-case for this procedure the system 

polyethylene(PE) /n-hexane(nH) was selected mainly because the equations of 

state of both pure components had been studied in detail. In this chapter 

recomputed chemical potentials and higher derivates are presented for the 

PE/nH system making use of the exact expressions for the compositional 

derivatives necessary to discuss phase behaviour. In these computations only the 

original Sirnha-Somcynsky theory was used. In a comparison with the theoretical 

results of Jain and Sirnha [29] emphasis will be on the LCST phase behaviour 

of the system . In the exact computations a wider range of PE molar masses is 

considered than previously. The theoretical effect of pressure on the miscibility 

behaviour is discussed in detail. 

4.2 Phase behaviour of the system polyethylene / n-hexane 

In this chapter monodisperse PE/nH systems are considered with the PE 

molar mass varying between 8 to 1000 kg/mole. The pure component parameters 

are summarized in table 3.3, the molar mass characteristics of the PE samples 

are displayed in table 4.1. The cross interaction parameters were quantified in 

the same way Jain and Sirnha [29] did, i.e. vAB * = ((vPE*1
/
3 + vnH.I/3)/2)3

, [Y = 1] 

and f. AB * = f.nH *. The pure component parameters however are slightly different 

compared to those in the approximate computations. Hence the calculations of 

the polynomial representations were repeated for purposes of comparison with 

the exact results. 

Figure 4.1 depicts the variation of the chemical potential difference of the 

solvent AP.nn as a function of the mole fraction of polymer PE1 at atmospheric 

pressure at 450 K for the exact and the approximate computations. The mole 

fraction was. chosen as the composition variable for the sake of comparison with 

the original Jain and Simha results. The differences between the two sets and the 

location of the maxima are pronounced, especially at higher concentrations of 
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o 2 4 8 x, 10• 8 10 

Fig.4.1 Exact(--) and approximate(---) curves (a) for the chemical potentials vs. composition 

for the system PE1/nH. (b) shows part of plots in more detail. 

440 

420 

400 .._._,_......._ _ _,_ _ __,_ __ .___..__....L... _ _J 

0 2 6 

Fig.4.2 Exact calculated binodal (--), spinodal (- - -) and critical conditions ( •) at different 

indicated pressures for the system PE1/nH. Part of the approximate spinodal(- • -) 

at atmospheric pressure is also shown. 
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the polymer. In (ig.4.2 the computed spinodal curves at three pressures are 

displayed. The differences from the polynomial spinodal at 1 bar (the dash-dot 

line) are pronounced. These deviations indicate that the quartic polynomial fit 

of the oompositional derivatives of the Gibbs free energy is not accurate enough 

to c?mpute phase behaviour in a detailed way. As a test of the analytical 

derivations and numerical calculations it is noted that binodals and spinodals 

make contact at their extrema, in accordance with thermodynamic principles. 

Moreover, these extrema are also computed to represent the critical state, as 

they should. 

Table 4.1 Molar mass characteristics for PE samples 

Sample code M (kg/mol) 

PE1 8 

PEz 10 

p~ 50 

PE4 100 

PE5 177 

PE6 500 

p~ 1000 

In fig.43 the variation of the critical coordinates for polymer PE1 is presented. 

Both composition and temperature increase with pressure. However, whereas the 

former tends to become practically constant above approximately 600 bars, the 

latter increases significantly, indicating the enhanced miscibility at elevated 

pressures. As has been recognized in the literature, this is a consequence of the 

fact that pressure tends to reduce the differences in the thermal and pressure 

properties of the low- and high-molar mass constituents [70,71]. Jain and Simha 

[29] concluded that this difference can be expressed solely in terms of the site 
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Fig.4.3 Pressure dependence of critical temperature(---) and composition(·--) upto 1000 bar 

for the system PEtfuH. 

free volume fractions h = 1-y of the constituents, at least over a moderate range 

of pressures. Specifically, at the critical point (LCST), the free volume difference 

(YPE-YnH) remains invariant to a very good approximation, although YPE and You 

increase with pressure. This means an iso-free volume principle applies, i.e. a 

certain value of the free volume difference has to be exceeded before LCST

demixing sets in. That this conclusion also stands on the basis of the exact 

derivatives, is illustrated in table 4.2. The second column Jists the difference (yPE

YnH) at the critical temperatures seen in the fourth column. AT in table 4.2 

represents the difference between the actual and an estimated critical 

temperature. The estimate is obtained from the iso-postulate and the value of 

(YPE-YnH) at 1 bar. Below about 200 bars, the difference is acceptable. In fig.4.4 

the temperature dependence of the free volume difference (ypE-YnH) is shown as 

a function of reduced temperature at various pressures. The divergence from the 

common intercept at the respective critical temperatures remains small over the 

presented range of temperatures. In the case of the PE/n-H solution, the 
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Table 4..2 The critical temperature Tcn., free volume difference (yPE-YIIH) and excess free volume 

h ... as a function of pressure for the system PEtfnH. The temperature difference !J.T 

is defmed in the text. 

p 

[bar] 

1 

50 

100 

200 

500 

1000 

21 

20 

19 

Yrll-YDH ·h... 
at consolute state 

0.186883 0.021924 

0.186738 0.022291 

0.186546 0.023789 

0.186034 0.023151 

0.184003 0.023680 

0.184400 0.022633 

5 10 

Tcril 

[K.] 

402.25 

413.32 

424.84 

448.60 

526.80 

723.64 

15 20 
(T-T., .. ) (K) 

25 

!J.T 
[K] 

0.00 

0.19 

0.56 

1.70 

9.34 

21.66 

Fig.4.4 Site free volume difference y2-y1 versus reduced temperature at different indicated pressures 

for the system PEtfnH. 
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volumetric mixing parameter Y equals unity which means that changes in cell 

size upon mixing are not in order now. Under this condition the above iso-free · 

volume postulate is applicable. In later chapters it will be explained that this 

postulate is not general; under conditions in which cell sizes change upon mixing 

the postulate is not applicable any more. 

It is well known that LCST type of demixing is initiated by a difference in 

free volume quantities of the pure constituents [70,71]. As is shown this can be 

expressed in terms of the free volume difference. Alternatively the excess free 

volume function hexc serves to demonstrate the free volume influence on 

miscibility properties: 

(4.1) 

with XpE and XnH the mole fraction of polymer and solvent respectively. 

Approximate master curves can be constructed on the basis of this excess 

function as shown in figure 4.5. Table 4.2 indicates that similar conclusions can 

be reached for hexc· A minimum in (yPE-YnH) and an oscillation in hexc can be seen 

for which no explanation can be offered. However it is not the result of 

numerical inaccuracies in the determination of the critical temperatures. 

The spinodal and binodal curves in fig.4.1 can be transformed into a scaled 

representation in terms of T-Tcrit and x-"ct;1 as presented in fig.4.6. Approximate 

master curves for the spinodals extend over a range of about 20K above Tent· 

For the binodals however, superposition is less satisfactory. The miscibility curves 

become more narrow with enhanced pressure which is most pronounced for the 

binodals. An extension to higher pressures leads to closed-loop miscibility gaps 

although at physical unrealistic temperatures for this system. With increasing 

pressure this type of phase diagram disappears and yields a new and very broad 

miscibility gap at low temperatures. Under these conditions however the pVf

regime, from which the pure component parameters were fitted, is passed which 

might lead to errors in the pVf-description in this high pressure regime. 
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Fig.4.5 The calculated excess free volume for binodal spinodal(---) aod critical (•) 

conditions at different indicated pressures for the system P~/nH. 
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critical conditions (•) at indicated pressures for the system PEtfnH. 
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Furthermore from a theoretical point of view one might argue that the square

well approximation to the cell potential is no longer adequate for a quantitative 

treatment. Because of these reasons a discussion of the predicted high pressure 

phase behaviour is not in order now. 

Analogous results have been derived for all other molar masses listed in table 

4.1. As expected, location and shape of spinodal curves change. However, 

superposition of these for a given molar mass and varying pressures is again 

accomplished. For high molar masses computations of binodals in terms of mole 

fractions give numerical problems. Hence the existence of master curves could 

not be verified. The important results concerning the iso-free volume principle 

still stand as is displayed in table 4.3, where critical coordinates and free volume 

differences are listed. The variation of the free volume difference is relatively 

small over the wide range of molar masses between 8 and 1000 kg/mole. This 

suggests that an iso-result derived here for the critical conditions of a binary 

system, might also be applied for the critical and treshold temperatures of 

polydisperse solutions. 

In the next section the dependence of the critical coordinates with molar mass 

is examined. It is instructive to make a comparison with the Flory-Huggins 

theory [6-9] although this theory can not account for LSCf phenomena at all. 

The variation of the critical volume fraction 'PPE,c with chain length is in close 

agreement with the well known result of this theory, i.e. 

(4.2) 

Making use of this relation a Shultz-Flory plot can be constructed using 

computed critical temperatures for different PE-molar masses at a series of 

pressures, see fig.4.7. The intercepts are the reciprocal a-temperatures. The 

Flory-Huggins theory predicts, in the absence of equation of state contribution 

to the Gibbs free energy, linear relationships in the Shultz-Flory plot. The 

Simha-Somcynsky theory gives significant departures from this linearity 
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Table 4.3 Critical conditions and free volume differences for indicated molar masses and pressures 

Sample 

code 

PE1 

PE2 

p~ 

PE4 

PE5 

PE6 

PE, 

p 

[bar) 

1 

50 

100 

200 

1 

50 

100 

200 

1 

50 

100 

200 

1 

50 

100 

200 

1 

50 

100 

200 

1 

50 

100 

200 

1 

50 

100 

200 

[K) 

402.25 0.186883 

413.32 0.186738 

424.84 0.186546 

448.60 0.186034 

396.605 0.183495 

407.852 0.183242 

417.862 0.182927 

439.919 0.182143 

373.229 0.169563 

381.431 0.168964 

389.724 0.168273 

405.976 0.166662 

368.550 0.166768 

376.364 0.166121 

384.233 0.165378 

399.547 0.163661 

365.874 0.165164 

373.475 0.164491 

381.113 0.163722 

395.922 0.161951 

362.738 0.163270 

370.099 0.162572 

377.477 0.161776 

391.728 0.159953 

361.430 0.162477 

368.694 0.161768 

375.967 0.160963 

389.985 0.159116 
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on the low molar mass side where enhanced LeST-miscibility is observed. 

Furthermore the predicted Shultz-Flory curves at different pressures are not 

superimposable for the lower molar masses of PE. These differences in 

miscibility behaviour are not restricted to the consolute state, but extend to the 

complete phase diagram. All these phenomena must be related to the reduced 

difference in thermal and pressure characteristics between solute and solvent 

with decreasing molar mass of the former. 

?77 
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12 

Fig.4.7 Shultz-Flory plot at indicated pressures (bar) for the critical temperatures shown in table 

4.2. The solid points are calculated critical temperatures, the lines are drawn to indicate 

extrapolations. 
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4.3 Conclusions 

Computations of miscibility-related properties of the first test-case PE/nH 

lead to the following conclusions : 

1. Rather large deviations occur between chemical potentials and spinodals 

computed by the approximate and the exact method. These deviations can be 

attributed to the fit of quartic polynomials in composition to the Gibbs free 

energy as is done in the approximate version and their use in obtaining higher 

derivatives. 

2. Critical conditions are characterized by an invariant (iso) free volume 

difference, or alternatively by an invariant excess free volume fraction over a 

moderate pressure range. Within reasonable limits the variations of this latter 

function along binodals and spinodals can be represented by universal curves. 

3. The equation of state contribution to the free energy influences primarily the 

critical temperature for low molar masses. 
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In this chapter the SS and HH theories are confronted with phase equilibria 

data of the polymer solutions polystyrene(PS)/cyclohexane(CH) and 

PS/Methylacetate(MeOAc). In the case of PS/CH also the Flory-Orwoll-Vrij [2-

5] theory and the Sanchez-Lacombe model [13-15] are examined in their ability 

to describe and predict miscibility. A comparison of these models is presented. 

The influence of pressure, temperature, composition and molar mass on phase 

behaviour is examined. 

5.2 The system polystyrene/ cyclohexane 

5.2.1 Selected Experimental Data 

The system PS/CH is selected mainly because a wealth of accurate experimental 

information concerning phase behaviour from different laboratories is available. 

Another reason is the absence of specific interactions in this system. A selection 

of experimental data is used to test the SS and the HH theories. The available 

molecular characteristics and supplier information for solvent and polymer are 

shown in table 5.1 at the end of this paragraph. All polymer samples are 

synthesized anionically which garantees low Mw/Mn polydispersity ratios. For 

three different PS fractions, UCST spinodals and critical data [54] are presented 
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in tables 5.2 and 5.3 and shown iri fig.5.1. Experimental LCST cloud point data 

[73] for different PS/CH sets are shown in table 5.4 and fig.5.2. In table 5.5 the 

effect of pressure on the upper critical solution temperature is tabulated in the 

range between 0 and 300 bar. These data were obtained by Wolf et al [72] for 

a PS molar mass of 600 kg/mole. Saeki et al [73] also studied the pressure 

influence on upper critical solution temperatures of PS/CH solutions ranging 

from 37 to 2700 kg/mole and over a moderate pressure regime from 1 to 50 bar. 

These data are summarized in table 5.6. 

5.2.2 Determination of Molecular Parameters 

The pure component parameters from table 3.4 are used for the computation of 

phase equilibria for PS/CH according to the SS and HH theory. The mixing 

parameters X and Y are determined from the consolute condition for the system 

PS M3/CH1, see table 5.7. These values of the cross parameters are very close 

to one which is an indication for the dispersive character of the interactions. 

Thus having established all necessary parameters one is in a position to predict 

any desired equilibrium thermodynamic property. The requisite expressions for 

the evaluation of spinodals are expressed in chapter 2. 

The phase behaviour of the PS/CH system is also evaluated by the Flory-Orwoll

Vrij theory. The pure component parameters are obtained from equation of state 

data of Hocker, Shih and Flory [74] for CHand H6cker, Blake and Flory [75] 

for PS (see chapter 3). The energetic mixing parameter X12 was determined from 

the upper critical solution temperature of the system PS(520 kg/mole )/CH : X12 

= 1.72*107 J/m3
• The entropic mixing parameter 0 12 was set equal to zero. It 

was assumed that the number of external degrees of freedom per segment 

depends linearly on composition, i.e. c12 equals zero (see chapter 2). This makes 

a comparison with the SS and the HH theory more realistic because in these 

theories the same assumption is made. 
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For the Sanchez-Lacombe theory the pure component parameters were obtained 

from literature [13,76], (see chapter 3). The experimental upper critical solution 

temperature of PS(520 kg/mole)/CH is used to fit the mixing parameter £ 12*. 
Note that in the SS and HH theories two mixing parameters are fitted from a 

critical temperature and composition whereas in the Sanchez-Lacombe and in 

the Flory-Orwoll-Vrij theory one mixing parameter is determined from a critical 

temperature. 

5.2.3 Phase Behaviour under Atmospheric Conditions 

In fig5.1 predicted critical coordinates and spinodals are compared with 

experimental results [54,77]. For the HH theory the calculated change of critical 

temperature and composition with molar mass of PS is too small. For the SS 

theory the agreement with respect to predicted critical temperatures is better but 

not in quantitative agreement either. It has been shown that small changes of the 

mixing parameters E AB * and v AB * with molar mass can correct the deviations 

between theoretical and experimental critical coordinates [32]. For the present 

discussion we will not go into detail concerning these issues because 1) 

introducing these corrections the molecular cross parameters become molar mass 

dependent which is an empirical correction and 2) we want to predict 

thermodynamic properties with a minimum of adjustable parameters for the sake 

of argument and simplicity. It is interesting to note however that in a recent 

article Schleifer traces these deviations back to the ignoration of any 

conformational changes upon mixing [78]. Differences between theoretical and 

experimental spinodal branches at the low polymer concentration side are 

related to dilute-solution effects. The presented theories are derived for uniform 

segment densities. In dilute solutions large fluctuations in the local segment 

density exist, thus violating the uniform segment density approximations. Also the 

right hand side of the calculated spinodal branches is somewhat too narrow in 

comparison with experimental data. These differences can be reconciled if small 

changes in the flexibility parameter [32] are tolerated, which can be interpreted 

as a slight temperature dependence. Again, for the sake of clarity we will 
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Flg.S.l Experimental UCST spinodal (o) [54) and critical data (D) [77] for the systems PS Ml, M2 

and M3 in CHl. Predicted critical coordinates (•) and spinodal curves according to SS 

(- - -) and HH (-) theories 
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Fig.5.2 Experimental LCST cloud point data [73) for different molar masses (M5 (e), M9(.a.), 

MlO(•), Mll(o), M7(.t.) and M12(0)) and predicted spinodal curves according to the SS 

theory 
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Fil-5.3 Experimental LCST cloud point data [73] for different molar masses (MS ( • ), M9( • ), 

MlO(->, Mll(o), M7(•) and M12(0)) and predicted spinodal curves according to the HH 

theory 

proceed with the pure component parameters estimated from the fit-procedure 

of p VT -data and with mixing parameters quantified by fitting just one 

experimental critical point. In fig.5.2 and 5.3 the predicted spinodals and 

experimental LCST phase behaviour (i.e. binodals) for the data of Saeki et al 

[73] are compared. Although one can not compare these data directly the 

agreement is satisfactory, particularly if one realizes that with the set of 

molecular parameters estimated from a energetically driven phenomena situated 

at a temperature of about 300K, an entropy driven demixing 180K higher is 

predicted with this accuracy. Also here the change of the critical coordinates with 

molar mass is slightly underestimated. This is comparable to the situation 

observed for the UCST behaviour. Comparison of the spinodal curves predicted 

by either the SS or the HH theory reveals differences between these models. For 

the HH theory the LCST miscibility gaps are predicted at higher temperatures, 

in better agreement with experimental data. Furthermore the predicted spinodals . 

according to the HH theory are considerably broader than the corresponding SS 

spinodals. 
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It is well recognized that LCST demixing is governed by free-volume differences 

between the constituents [31,70,71]. In the hole theories discussed here this 

quantity is explicitly defined in terms of the structure parameter h ( = 1-y), i.e. 

the free site fraction. The improved miscibility predictions according to the HH 

theory are realized because of a smaller difference in this quantity, as presented 

in fig.5.4. The observed shift of the LCST of approximately 50K is larger than 

the shift one would anticipate from fig.5.4 in which only pure component free 

volume characteristics are considered. So the iso-free volume concept does not 

solely explain the observed difference of LCST phase behaviour according to the 

two theories. Apparently there are also other factors responsible, these will be 

considered in detail in chapter 7. 

The predicted UCST spinodal phase behaviour according to the Flory-Orwoll

Vrij theory is presented in fig.5.5 for three molar masses of PS in comparison 

with experimental spinodal points and critical conditions. The spinodals are too 

narrow compared with the experimental ones and the critical points are shifted 

towards the low polymer concentration edge of the phase diagram. The 

temperature shift of the spinodals with molar mass is overestimated. With all 

parameters kept constant, LCST phase behaviour is predicted approximately 

lOOK too low, as is shown in fig.5.6. One has to keep in mind that the pure 

component parameters were determined from dilatometric data at zs·c. To 

describe pVT-data in the high temperature regime in accurately, these 

parameters must be revaluated. This is one of the drawbacks of the Flory

Orwoll-Vrij theory. In order to obtain a reasonable fit ofpVT data, parameters 

have to be adjusted as a function of temperature. If one accepts this temperature 

dependence a reasonable description of phase behaviour can be obtained but a 

direct comparison with the SS and HH results is more difficult because in these 

theories no temperature dependence of the parameters whatsoever is introduced. 

Quite unexpectedly UCST phase behaviour can not be described making use of 

the Sanchez-Lacombe theory for the PS/CH system. Only LCST type of 
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Fig.S.S Experimental UCST spinodal (0) [54) and critical data (•) [77) for the systems PS Ml, M2 

and M3 in CHl. Predicted spinodal curves according to FOV theory 
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Fig.S.6 Experimental LCST cloud point data [73] for different molar masses (M5 (e), M9(•), 

MlO(•), Mll(o), M7(4) and M12(D)} and predicted spinodal curves according to the FOV 

theory for the systems PS (Ml,M2,M3)/CH. 

demixing is achieved when one fits the experimental upper critical solution 

temperature of the system PS(M =520 kg/mole )/CH. Thus the Sanchez-Lacombe 

theory fails to describe the occurance of both UCST and LCST type of demixing. 

5.2.4 Pressure InOuence on Phase Behaviour 

The experimental findings of Wolf and Geerissen [72], concerning the pressure 

influence on UCST for the PS M4/CH system, are compiled in fig5.7. As 

indicated by the previous results, one may expect deviations between 

experimental and theoretical data under atmospheric (conditions, due to the 
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selection of the mixing parameters. Furthermore Wolf and Geerissen [72] have 

shown that for solvents of llifferent suppliers, somewhat different critical 

temperatures are obtained. Therefore the pressure dependence of the critical 

temperature is presented in reduced form, i.e. relative to the temperature at 1 

bar. The SS theory predicts a continuous increase with pressure. The modified 

hole theory however gives an excellent prediction of the observed effect. Slope 

and change in sign are predicted quantitatively. The results of the pressure 

studies of Saeki et al [73], combined with those of Wolf and Geerissen [72], are 

presented in fig.5.8. The initial slope at 1 bar (aT I ap )t is negative for sufficiently 

high molar masses of PS. With decreasing molar mass (BT/8p)t becomes zero 

and turns positive for· even lower molar masses. So in the low pressure regime 

pressure improves miscibility for low molar masses of PS, at a molar mass of 

nearly 100 kg/mole phase behaviour app~ars invariant to pressure and at higher 

molar masses increasing pressure deteriorates miscibility. This trend is indeed 

predicted by HH but not by. the SS theory, see fig.5.8. The computed and 

measured values of (aT/ ap )t differ by approximately a constant amount for all 

molar masses. Consequently the computations suggest a change of sign at lower 

molar mass as found experimentally. One has to realize however that all these 

predictions are based on mixing parameters determined from one single critical 

temperature and composition at atmospheric pressure for PS(M=520 

kg/mole)/CH. These results demonstrate quite clearly that the HH theory gives 

a very good prediction of these subtle pressure effects. For completeness, the 

change of critical composition with pressure for UCST and LCST phase 

behaviour is presented in fig.5.9. According to eq.6.4 these changes are related 

to the fourth compositional derivative of the Gibbs free energy. This is one of 

the rare phenomena that probes the compositional dependence of the free 

energy in such an intrinsic manner. However, presently no systematic 

experimental study for polymer solutions is available. These calculations reveal 

differences between the SS and the HH theory and experimental information 

could give an extra indication of their relevance. 

Although there is no experimental information to our knowledge about the 

pressure influence on LCST demixing, predictions by the SS and the HH theory 
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Fig.S.ll Pressure dependence (aTjap). versus the logarithm of molar mass according toSS 

(-- -) and HH (-) theories 

are shown in fig.5.10. The effect is considerably larger than the effect on UCST 

demixing. In fig.5.11 the molar mass dependence of (aT/ap)c under atmospheric 

conditions is presented. The predicted pressure effect is larger for the HH theory 

and miscibility will be enhanced with pressure moving towards lower molar 

masses of PS. Again, for the moment these effects can not be verified with 

experimental facts. 

The influence of pressure upon the upper critical solution temperature according 

to the Flory-Orwoll-Vrij [2-5] theory is presented in fig.5.12. The predicted large 

enhancement of the miscibility with pressure is not in agreement with the 

experimental facts so the Flory-Orwoll-Vrij theory fails to predict the pressure 

influence on miscibility for the PS/CH system. The effect of pressure on LCST 

demixing is not investigated. 

It was mentioned previously that the Sanchez-Lacombe [13-15] theory does not 

predict UCST phase behaviour for the system PS/CH. Consequently the 

influence of pressure can not be discussed. 
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'lilllle 5.1 Available Molecular Characteristics and Supplier Information for Selected Samples 

Sample 

PSMl 

PSM2 

PSM3 

PSM4 

PSMS 

PSM6 

PSM7 

PSM8 

PSM9 

PS MlO 

PS Mll 

PS M12 

PS M13 

CHI 

CH2 

CH3 

1WM., 
(kg/mol) 

51 

166 

s:w 
600 

37 

110 

670 

1450 

97 

:wo 
400 

670 

2700 

1.04 

1.08 

1.19 

<1.10 

<Ul6 

<1.06 

<1.15 

<1.10 

<1.06 

<1.06 

<1.06 

<1.10 

<1.10 

spectrochemical quality 

Merck 

Supplier 

Pressure Chemical 

Pressure Chemical 

Pressure Chemical 

Pressure Chemical 

Pressure Chemical 

Pressure Chemical 

Pressure Chemical 

Pressure Chemical 

Pressure Chemical 

Pressure Chemical 

Pressure Chemical 

Pressure Chemical 

Pressure Chemical 
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Tallie 5.2 Spinodal Data for PS Fractions M1, M2 and M3 in Cyclohexane [54] 

wi'S.IIpia 

PS M1/CH1 

219.55 .0258 288.45 .'1JY1.9 

284.15 .0435 287.35 .ITIS6 

287.35 .0764 288.25 .0894 

288.25 .0903 288.95 .1194 

288.95 .1204 289.05 .1404 

289.05 .1415 288.95 .1707 

288.95 .1721 288.45 .2013 

PSM2/CH1 

289.95 .0186 29555 .1496 

294.25 .0407 296.05 .0617 

296.05 .0620 296.35 .0817 

296.35 .0821 296.45 .1008 

296.45 .1012 296.25 .1230 

296.25 .1243 295.55 .1489 

PSM3/CH1 

291.55 .0175 300.45 .0635 

299.65 .0289 300.15 .0832 

300.45 .0450 299.55 .1046 
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Table 5.3 Critical Coordinates for PS Fractions Ml, M2 and M3 in Cyclohexane [77] 

Solution 

PS M1/CH 

PS M2/CH 

PS M3/CH 

288.85 

296.60 

301.15 

.146 

.099 

.064 

Table 5.4 Experimental LCST Ooud Point Data for PS/CH Solutions [73] 

TinK WPS TinK 

PSM12/CH2 

489.13 .0180 488.81 .0351 

488.60 .0224 491.08 .0605 

PS M7/CH2 

491.78 .0070 491.77 .0362 

492.10 .0143 491.93 ..()655 

491.74 .0275 492.39 .o733 

PS Mll/CH2 

497.27 .0023 495.01 .0279 

495.36 .0218 494.49 .0810 
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Table 5.4 Continued 

PSM10/CH2 

4'YI3l .0306 496.82 .1039 

496.93 .0565 4'Y1.38 .1327 

496.89 .fD72 498.12 .1524 

PSM9/CH2 

503.81 .0247 501.83 .1041 

502.52 .0503 501.97 .1229 

502.02 .0753 502.21 .1520 

PSM5/CH2 

51L44 .(1537 510.42 .1589 

510.86 .0806 512.44 .2276 

510.70 .1060 513.11 .2325 

Table S.S Experimental Critical Temperatures vs. Pressure for PS M4/CH Solution 

pin bar 

1 

37 

88 

UCSTinK 

301.34 

301.11 

300.95 

PSM4/CH3 

152 300.96 

pin bar 

187 

260 

300 

Data are extracted from the original f.gure in reference (72]. 

UCST inK 

301.12 

301.43 

301.68 

81 
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Table 5.6 Experimental Critical Te1p.peratures vs. Pressure for indicated Solution (73] 

pin bar UCSTinK pin bar UCSTinK 

PS M5/CH2 

1 285.41 30 285.49 

10 285.43 40 285.53 

20 285.46 50 285.56 

PS M6/CH2 

1 294.38 30 294.36 

10 295.36 40 294.35 

20 294.35 50 294.35 

PSM7/CH2 

1 300.97 30 300.81 

10 300.91 40 300.79 

20 300.86 50 300.75 

PS M8/CH2 

1 303.27 30 303.10 

10 303.21 40 303.04 

20 303.15 50 302.98 
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'l'llllle 5.7 Cross interaction parameters for the system PS/CH as determined from the consolute 

state of solution PS M3/CH1 

ss 
HH 

X 

.99630807 

.99134879 

y 

1.()0638489 

1.00691909 
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5.3 The system polystyrene/methylacetate 

5.3.1 Introduetion 

The system polystyrene(PS)/methylacetate(MeOAc) is selected because both 

UCST and LCST type of phase behaviour appear. Furthermore the pressure 

influence on these two types of phase behaviour is knQWD from literature. From 

an energetic and entropic point of View however the system PS/MeOAc is not 

an ideal model system to study in the. framework of the SS and HH theories. In 

these theories the energetic interaction between two segments is described by 

means of a Leonard-Jones potential. In applying this potential one assumes that 

only dispersive interactions are involved and this assumption is questionable for 

the PS/MeOAc solutions. The ester group of the solvent may interact in a 

preferential way with the phenyl group of the polymer which makes the Leonard

Jones description inappropiate. Also the random mixing assumption might be 

violated by this possible specific interaction. Despite these remarks the 

PS/MeOAc system is investigated with the HH theory to see what is achievable 

with this model. 

5.3.2 Seleeted Experintental Data 

Molar mass characteristics and supplier information of PS and MeOAc are 

reported in table 5.8. UCST cloud points have been measured by Kubota, Abbey 

and Chu [79] for PS M20/Me0Acl and are presented in fig.5.13 together with 

cloud points and spinodal data measured by van Dijk and Wakker [80] for PS 

M21/Me0Ac2. These data are tabulated in table 5.9 and 5.10. LCST cloud 

points are determined by Myrat and Rowlinson [81] for solutions with varying 

molar mass of polystyrene (PS M22-27/Me0Acl), see table 5.11 and fig.5.14. 

UCST and LCST cloud point temperatures and pressure influence on these 
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Fig.5.14 Experimental cloud points (81) for the systems PS M22·27 / MeOAcl. Predicted spinodals 

according to the HH theory. 
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temperatures are determined by Zeman and Patterson [82] for pressures from 

1 to 300 bar. These cloud point temperatures are all very close to the critical 

temperatures of the respective solutions. The authors assume that the pressure 

influence on these critical temperatures is identical to the influence on the cloud 

point temperatures. The experimental findings concerning this pressure influence 

are displayed in fig.5.15. 

5.3.3 Determination of molecular parameters 

The HH theory is used for the computation of phase behaviour of the system 

PS/MeOAc because it has been shown in the previous paragraphs of this chapter 

that this theory gives superiour results compared to the original theory in the 

case of PS/CH. To fit the pure component parameters, equilibrium pVT-data 

were used. For PS, data of Quach and Simha [24] served to obtain the molecular 

parameters whereas in the case of MeOAc data of Kumagai and Iwasaki [66] 

were applied ranging from -20 oc to 40 oc and pressures upto 1600 bar. 

The choice of the segment size for PS is not so straightforward as it is for the 

system PS/CH. The reason for this is the small value of the volume parameter 

for methylacetate in comparison with the value for the styrene repeat unit, see 

table 3.5 where all scaling parameters are compared. With these values for the 

pure component parameters, no realistic phase behaviour can be produced which 

is due to the applied mixing rules in the theory. As Prigogine already pointed out 

especially the hard core volumes of the pure component should not differ much 

although no strict limit can be given for this difference. With the values of table 

3.5 in mind this means the size of the PS segments should be decreased. This is 

a quite arbitrary manoeuvre. We have selected a value for the segmental molar 

mass of PS of 86 g/mole which corresponds to a volumetric parameter of 

8.1539*10-5 m3/mole. This value was selected on the basis of the experimental 

available demixing information. After fitting the maximum point (see table 5.9) 

in the UCST binodal of Kubota, Abbey and Chu [79], which gives the mixing 

parameters listed in table 5.12, the LCST demixing is described in a satisfactory 

way as will be presented in the next section of this chapter. If another value is 
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chosen for the segmental molar mass, the LCST phase behaviour is calculated 

at slightly different temperatures. Thus, although for the equation of state 

behaviour a change in segmental molar mass is unimportant (see chapter 3), for 

the miscibility behaviour it is of importance. Also the pressure influence on 

UCST and LCST phase behaviour is predicted reasonably well with this value 

for the segmental molar mass, see paragraph 5.3.4. So the demixing information 

formed the basis for the selection of the value of the PS segmental hard core 

volume. In this context one can not speak any more about a pure prediction but 

about a description of the demixing characteristics for this system. The values of 

the mixing parameters in table 5.12 deviate. largely from unity which may be 

interpreted as an indication for the non-dispersive contributions to the total 

intersegmental interaction. 

5.3.4 Phase behaviour. under atmospheric conditions 

The theoretical UCST spinodals are presented in fig.5.13 together with the 

experimental cloud points of Chu et al [79] and the cloud points and spinodals 

of Wakker [80] et al. The theoretical spinodal representing the system of Chu 

et al. seems too broad on the high polymer concentration site in comparison with 

the experimental cloud points. In predicting the other molar mass spinodals, all 

pure component and mixing parameters are kept constant. The shift of the 

spinodal temperatures with molar mass going from system PS M20 to M21 is 

largely underestimated, see fig.5.13. The predicted spinodal is much too broad 

compared to experiment. With the interaction parameters obtained from UCST 

demixing, LCST phase behaviour is described approximately 40-50 K too low, 

see fig.5.14 where a comparison is made with the experimental information of 

Myrat and Rowlinson [81 ]. Also in this high temperature region, the spinodal 

temperature shift with molar mass is again underestimated. Furthermore most 

spinodals are shifted to higher concentrations of PS compared to experiment. 
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5.3.5 Pressure inftuence on phase behaviour 

The experimental findings of Zeman and Patterson [82] concerning the initial 

pressure influence on upper critical solution temperatures are shoWn in fig.5.15 

as a function of molar mass of PS. In the low pressure regime increasing 

pressure enhances the miscibility of PS/MeOAc ,i.e .. (aTjap)c is negative, 

whereas with increasing molar mass of PS (BT/ap)ctends to more negative 

values. The HH theory indeed predicts negative values.Jor (BT/Bp)c and also 

the observed trend with molar mass is there, although the effect is less 

pronounced. Zeman and Patterson [82] observed that ~with increasing pressure 

the factor (BT/op)c goes to less nega,tive values and se~ms to become zero at 

approximately 300 bar, see fig.5.15. This tendency is predicted in an accurate 

way by theory (see fig.5.15), the observed temperature discrepancy is of course 

related to the underestimation of the temperature shift. with molar mass. The 

pressure effect on LCST phase behaviour is more pronounced as for the UCST 

case, see fig.5.16. Increasing pressure enhances miscibility in a way which is 

molar mass independent but also more or less pressure independent, i.e. the 

value of (iJT/ap)c is not very sensitive for changes in pressure (see fig.5.15 and 

5.16). This first effect is expressed in fig.5.17 where the initial pressure 

dependence is plotted vs. the molar mass of PS and in fig.5.18 which represents 

the shift of lower critical solution temperatures vs. pressure for indicated 

PS/MeOAc solutions. The initial pressure dependence is somewhat 

underestimated by theory (see fig.5.18) but it is almost molar mass independent 

in accordance with experiment. The observed theoretical invariance of (aT I ap )c 

with pressure is also in agreement with the experimental findings of Myrat and 

Rawlinson [81] (fig.5.16). 

The Flory-Orwoll-Vrij [2-5] and the Sanchez-Lacombe [13-15] theories have not 

been used to investigate phase behaviour of the system PS/MeOAc. 
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Table 5.8 Available Molecular Characteristics and Supplier Information for Selected Samples 

Sample 

PSM20 

PSM21 

PSM22 

PSM23 

PSM24 

PSM25 

PSM26 

PSM27 

PSM28 

PSM29 

PSM30 

PSM31 

PSM32 

PSM33 

PSM34 

MeOAcl 

Me0Ac2 

Me0Ac3 

1(}3M, 

(kg/mol) 

179 

756 

48 

'59 

65 

99 

195 

270 

51 

en 
160 

498 

670 

860 

1800 

Supplier 

1.07 NBS 

1.04 Polymer Lab. 

1 Monsanto 

1 Manchester University 

1.18 Manchester University 

1.04 Manchester University 

1.10 Monsanto Co. 

1.09 Monsanto Co. 

<1.10 Pressure Chemical 

<1.10 Pressure Chemical 

<1.10 Pressure Chemical 

<1.10 Pressure Chemical 

<1.10 Pressure Chemical 

<1.10 Pressure Chemical 

<1.10 Pressure Chemical 

Unkown 

Aldrich 

British Drug Houses 
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TaWe 5.9 Experimental UCST cloud points for PS M20/Me0Acl according to Kubota. Abbey and 

Chu (79] 

TinK 

281.30 

284.03 

285.66 

286.96 

Maximum point: 

.00195 

.0158 

.03389 

.()6981 

287.45 .10 

TinK 

287.36 

286.99 

286.61 

284..56 

Data are extracted from original figure in reference [79]. 

.()9211 

.1140 

.01323 

.1650 

Table 5.10 Experimental UCST and LCST Spinodal and Cloud Points for the System PS 

M21/Me0Ac According to van Dijk and Willer [80] 

0.00503 

0.0160 

0.0325 

0.0647 

0.1030 

T-inK 

UCST 

296.10 

300.66 

301.45 

299.06 

295.40 

291.7 414.0 

401.18 299.1 404.7 

401.25 301.3 401.3 

401.25 297.7 403.3 

294.3 405.3 
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Table 5.11 Experimental LCST Cloud Point Data for Indicated PS/MeOAc Solutions according 

to Myrat and Rowlinson (81) 

TinK ·TinK 

PS M22/Me0Acl 

440.33 .0040 427352 .0498 

435.59 .0098 427.23 .0679 

434.9 .0116 427.41 .0753 

433.59 .0152 427.76 .0902 

431.65 .0182 427.89 .0982 

430.01 .0249 428.09 .1014 

428.78 .0324 

PS M23/Me0Acl 

435.34 .0070 427.88 .0325 

434.67 .0075 426.73 .0517 

429.35 .0221 426.94 .0882 

PS M24/Me0Ac1 

431.11 .0065 425.50 .0219 

428.68 .0127 422.76 .0584 

427.32 .0117 422.98 .0696 

PS M25/Me0Acl 

407.98 .0102 406.19 .0376 

407.54 .0139 401.95 .0724 

410.69 .1177 

PS M26/Me0Ac1 

412.34 .0056 409.23 .0684 

410.72 .0115 409.58 .0882 

409.64 .0186 410.05 .1206 

408.17 .0292 410.44 .1224 
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Tallie 5.11 Cootinued 

PS M27/Me0Ad 

411.08 .0004 405.79 .()44.9 

408.44 .0114 406.16 .0736 

406.70 .0242 406.81 .fiJffl 

405.79 .CM49 

Data are extracted from the original figure in ref.81 

Table 5.12 Cross interaction parameters for the system PS/MeOAc as determined from a 6t of 

the maximum point in the binodal curve of Kubota, Abbey and Chu [79) 

X y 

HH 1.0299715 0.99011000 
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5.4 Conclusions 

Both SS and HH theories are capable to describe and predict phase behaviour 

of the solution PS/CH under atmospheric conditions. However, important 

differences between both theories emerge if one is interested in the influence of 

pressure. For LCST phase behaviour no detailed experimental information is 

available. Both theories predict an increased miscibility with pressure which can 

be related to a reduced difference in free volume between both components 

upon applying pressure. For UCST phase behaviour, significant differences -

between both theories appear. Particularly the HH theory is very successful in 

predicting subtle pressure phenomena observed for UCST phase behaviour. The 

SS theory fails to predict these effects. Thus for the first time a theory (HH 

theory) is able to predict the complete phase behaviour of the system PS/CH in 

a consistent manner. 

Inspired by these results, the HH theory is confronted with phase equilibria 

of the solution PS/MeOAc. With an adapted value for the segmental polystyrene 

size, UCST and LCST demixing under atmospheric conditions can be descnbed. 

The pressure influence on both UCST and LCST types of phase behaviour is 

described in a satisfactory manner. 

The Sanchez-Lacombe theory is not capable in describing UCST type of phase 

behaviour for the system PS/CH. ' 

The Flory-Orwoll-Vrij theory gives a reasonable description of UCST and 

LCST of phase behaviour for the system PS/CH. The parameters however have 

to be adapted which is clearly a shortcoming of the model. The pressure 

influence of phase behaviour is predicted less satisfactory. 
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Thermodynamic Excess Functions 

6. Thermodynamic Excess Functions and 

Correlations with Phase Behaviour 

6.1 Introduction and Some General Principles 

97 

In the previous two chapters phase behaviour of polymer solutions was studied 

at atmospheric conditions and at elevated pressures. For the solution PS/CH 

the HH theory gives a quantitative prediction of the shift of upper critical 

solution temperature with pressure. The pressure influence on both UCST as 

well as LCST phase behaviour is predicted in a satisfactory manner for the 

solution :PS/MeOAc. 

The shift of either UCST or LCST critical coordinates with pressure is related 

to thermodynamic excess functions of the system according to general principles. 

which can be derived as follows [68,83]. 

For a binary system one may express the molar Gibbs free energy as a function 

of the independent variables pressure, temperature and composition : 

dG = (8G/8T)p,xdT + (8G/8Ph.xdp + (8G/8x)p,ydx (6.1) 

with x a composition variable. Differentiating the left and right hand side of 

equation 6.1 twice in respect to composition, keeping p and T constant. one 

obtains at the consolute state : 

(6.2) 
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with V,S and H the molar volume, entropy and enthalpy. Expressing excess 

enthalpy and excess volume in the same composition variables as used in 

expression 6.2, one obtains : 

with VCXI! and JICXC the molar excess volume and molar excess enthalpy. From 

eq.6.3 one learns that the shift of the critical temperature with pressure is 

related to the second compositional derivative of the excess volume and excess 

enthalpy at the consolute state. The relation for the shift of composition with 

pressure is obtained by differentiating eq.6.1 three times in respect to 

composition which leads ultimately at the critical point to : 

(IJx/Bp)<: = 

(6.4) 

This shift is one of the very rare phenomena which is related to the fourth 

derivative of the free energy towards composition. From general thermodynamics 

one comes to the conclusion that the sign of ( 82Hexc I ar)p,T at a lower and an 

upper critical solution temperature is fixed, which can be derived as follows. One 

may write for a point (T ,x) at the spinodal close to the consolute state : 

T-Tc =.AT and x-Xc = Ax. We expand the functions T(x) and 82G/8r(T,x) at 

the spinodal around the consolute state : 

(6.5) 
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A(/J2G/1Jx2
) = (/J3G/1Jx3)Jlx + (B3G/Bx2/JT))T + lh[(a"G/Bx4)~ + 

2(/J4G/BilAT))TAx + (/J4G/(1Jr/J~)) A~] + ... = 0 (6.6) 

At the critical point (IJT/Bx)c = 0 and (/J3G/Bx\ = 0. Ignoring the case 

(a"Gj/Jx4)c = 0, i.e. (/J4G/Bx4)c > 0 (see [83]) and neglecting the latter two and 

higher order terms in eq.6.6 one obtains : 

(6.7) 

Using (a3GjaraT)P = -(a2S/Br)p,T one finds the general relation for the 

curvature of the spinodal at the consolute state : 

This curvature is negative for upper critical solution temperatures and positive 

for lower critical solution temperatures. Because (a"Gj/Jx4)c>O the curvature of 

the excess enthalpy is negative at UCST conditions ((/J2H/Br)c < 0) and positive 

for a LCST ((/J2H/Br)c > 0). Also for the excess enthalpy these conditions are 

fulfilled at UCST resp. LCST. From equation 6.2 it can be concluded that the 

shift of the critical temperature with pressure (aT/IJp)c has identical sign as the 

term ( a2v-: I Br)c in the case of LCST and opposite sign in the case of UCST. 

On the basis of the above theoretical considerations we are in a position to link 

the pressure influence on demixing behaviour, as presented in the previous 

chapter, to the excess functions. This link is particularly interesting for PS/CH 

because of the observed change of sign of (BT/Bp)c in the case of UCST 

demixing. In this chapter we will focus on this link for the solutions PS/CH and 

PS/MeOAc and relate the predicted values of the excess functions to 

experimental data. 
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6.2 The System Polystyrene/Cyclohexane 

6.Z.l Link between Excess Volume and Pressure Influence on Phase Behaviour 

In the previous chapter the pressure influence on phase behaviour was studied 

for the system PS/CH. Concentrating on the upper critical solution temperature, 

the HH theory predicts a change of (8T/8p), with increasing molar mass (see 

fig5.8) and a change of sign with increasing pressure for a particular solution 

(PS(M=600 kg/mole), see fig.5.7}, which are both verified by experiment [72-

73]. According to relation 6.3 this change of sign is related to a change in the 

curvature of the excess volume- composition curve. This is illustrated in fig.6.1 

where the computed excess volume is presented versus composition for different 

molar masses of PS at the critical temperatures. Indeed a change of curvature 

is observed in the low PS composition range where the critical compositions are 

located. With decreasing molar mass the derivative 

• 0 
E .... 
·e -
i 

> 
... 
0 .... 

0.00 

-0.80 

-1.00 

-1.10 

-2.00 

-2.50 c__ _ _,_ _ __,_ __ ..__ _ _.._ _ __,J 

0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00 

Fig.6.1 Predicted excess volume vs. composition for PS/CH solutions at upper critical solution 

temperatures. Molar mass PS indicated in kg/mol. 
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(a2VCJ(£ lar)p,T changes locally from positive to negative values. With the 

endothermic condition for UCST in mind, this corresponds to negative values of 

(aT I ap )c for high molar masses of PS and positive values of (aT I ap )c for low . 

molar masses. This is in agreement with the data in fig.5.8. 

The change of sign of (aTiaP)c.for the PS(M=600 kglmole)ICHsolution is also 

analyzed by a study of the path of the corresponding excess volumes. In fig.6.2, 

6.3 and 6.4 the total excess volume is plotted for the system at 1, 100 and 300 

bar. At the critical composition (wps = 0.06) a change of curvature is observed 

with increasing pressure leading to negative values of (aT I ap )c at low pressures, 

(aTiaP)c equals zero around 100 bar and beyond 100 bar (aTiap)c becomes 

positive in agreement with fig.5.7. 

There are two theoretical contributions which are responsible for the total 

volume change upon mixing. First of all the total number of vacancies changes 

when the two components are mixed. A decrease of this number will cause 

volume contraction of the total system whereas an increase favours an expansion 

0.3 .----------------, 

0.2 

0.1 

0.0 
' ' 

-0.1 

-0.2 

-0.3 

-0.4 

' ' ' ' 

' 

' 

vac 

', 

-0.5 '-----~--'--~----'-~-..____~_,_~___, 

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

Wpa 

Fig.6.2 Computed total excess volume.(tot) vs. composition for PS(M=600 kg/moi)/CH at UCST 

at 1 bar. Vacancy (vac) and cell volume (cv) contributions are included. 
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F1f1.6.3 Computed total excess volume (tot) vs. composition for PS(M=600 kgjmol)/CH at UCST 

at 100 bar. Vacancy (vac) and ceD volume (cv) contributions are included. 
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Fig.6.4 Computed total excess volume (tot) vs. composition for PS(M=600 kg/mol)/CH at UCST 

at 300 bar. Vacancy (vac) and cell volume (cv) contributions are included. 
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upon mixing. A second effect is the change of the cell size relative to the cell 

volumes of the pure components. In the case v AB * is. smaller than the average 

value of v A* and v8 * there will be a contribution leading to a volume contraction · 

of the total system whereas an increase favours an expansion upon mixing. 

These two theoretical contributions (vacancy (VAC) and cell volume (CV)) to 

the total excess volume are presented in fig.6.2, 6.3 and 6.4. The cell volume 

change leads to a volume expansion upon mixing which is logical from the values 

of the volumetric parameters (v A* ,v8 * and v AB *). This effect however is 

overruled by the vacancy contribution. The number .of vacancies decreases after 

mixing leading to a volume contraction. This effect is larger than the e~ion 

caused by the change in cell size and overall a contraction of the system is 

predicted. Increasing pressure pas hardly any effect on the cell volume 

contribution but the vacancy effect is very sensitive to pressure. The vacancy 

contribution becomes less negative with pressure which means that increasing 

pressure reduces the. number of vacancies in the mixture in a less pronounced 

way relative to the pure components. The sum of the two effects, as described 

above, leads to the total excess volume of the system. The ex~ss cell volume 

contribution to the excess volume is a convex function (in this study defitled by 

a function with a negative second derivative) for the investigated pressure region 

whereas the vacancy part is of the concave type (positive second derivative). 

Because of the asymmetry of these two types with respect to each other, the sum 

of these two contributions does not necessarily lead to a uniformally curved 

function over the total composition range. This effect is illustrated by fig.6.2, 6.3 

and 6.4. The total excess volume is concave at 1 bar but a change to a convex 

form at low polymer concentration is observed with increasing pressure due to 

the smaller effect of the vacancy contribution. Because the critical composition 

is located in this composition regime, this change leads to a change of sign of 

(8T/8p)c with pressure. This is in contrast with the suggestion of Saeki et al [73]. 

They proposed that the change of sign of (aT I ap )c with molar mass is related to 

a change of sign of the value for the excess volume instead of a change of sign 

of the curvature of this function. 
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The interplay between changes in the number of vacancies and cell volume upon 

mixing is essential for the SS and HH theories and clearly sets these theories 

apart from other equation of state theories. In these other theories only one free 

volume mechanism is operational. In the vacancy models only changes in the 

number· of vacancies are responsible for volume changes and in the cell models 

variations in cell size are responsible for this effect. In general the SS and HH 

theories incorporate both effects which makes them powerful in the study of 

demixing phenomena. 

In the following paragraph detailed experimental excess volumes are presented. 

The model predictions concerning the excess volume will be compared to these 

experimental data. 

'-2.1 Confrontation of 'lbeol'): with Experbnental Exeess Volumes 

Extensive dilatometric measurements on the system PS/CH have been 

performed by Wolf et al [84] under atmospheric conditions. Wolf used four PS 

samples with molar masses 0.6, 37, 110 and 670 kg/mole and measured the 

specific volume of the solutions at different temperatures. The corresponding 

excess volumes are computed making use of the following relation : 

(6.9) 

with Xpg and XCH the base mole fraction of PS. and CH respectively and v exc• 

vmixt, Vpg and vCH the excess volume, the specific volume of the mixture and of 

the pure components expressed in m3 per base mole. In the temperature regime 

in which Wolf performed the measurements ( 285-310 K) PS with molar mass 

37, 110 and 670 kg/mole is in the glassy state. Thus the equilibrium specific 

volume vpg for these samples in this temperature regime is not experimentally 

accessible and has to be extrapolated from equilibrium volume information 

above Tg. Wolf used a quadratic temperature relation as proposed by Hocker 

[75] for this extrapolation procedure. In our computations we do not use this 

relation but we extrapolate the equilibrium specific volumes using the equation 
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of state according to the HH theory for reasons of consistency and theoretical 

reliability. Wolf specifies values for excess volumes and not the measured 

specific volumes. From these excess volumes we computed specific volumes using · 

relation 6.9 and the extrapolation procedure of Hocker. These specific volumes 

are actually measured by Wolf. Relation 6.9 and vpg, extrapolated according to 

the HH theory, serve to compute excess volumes which are to be confronted 

with the theory. These excess volumes, together with the theoretically predicted 

ones are listed in table 6.1 for PS/CH solutions, differing in molar mass of PS, 

at several temperatures. Note that the experimental excess volumes for the 

PS(M=0.6 kgjmole)/CH solutions are not obtained by any extrapolation 

procedure because PS with such a low molar mass is not in the glassy state at 

the indicated temperatures. The theoretical volumes are computed with pure 

component parameters and cross interactions parameters equal to those used in 

the phase equilibrium computations. It should be noted that for such low molar 

masses one may expect end-groups to have appreciable effects. Consequently the 

molecular parameters estimated from high molar mass PS are not the best 

choise. Let us for the moment focus on the experimental excess volume curves 

and especially on their curvatures which are so important for pressure influence 
0.00 lf-I .. Jiji;;;:=-----~=" 

-0.20 0.6 -G) 

0 
E ..... -0.40 .. 
E -
i 

-0.60 > 
• 0 .,.. 

-0.80 

-1.00 
0.00 0.50 1.00 Weight fraction PS 

Flg.6.5 Experimental excess volume vs. composition [84] for different PS/CH solutions under 

isothermal conditions. Molar mass PS is indicated in kg/mol. 
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on the phase equilibria. In fig.6.5 experimental excess volumes are displayed at 

isothermal conditions. An analysis of the data shows that in the low polymer 

composition range the excess volume - composition curve is convex when the PS 

molar mass equals 0.6 kg/mole. The curvature of the other molar mass solutions 

is hard to access because of the scatter of the data. The results of Saeki [73] 

indicate that (8T/8p)c becomes approximately zero for a PS molar mass of 

approximately 110 kg/mole. So for this molar mass a change of local curvature 

should occur. The local convex curvature for the PS(M=0.6 kg/mole), as 

observed by Wolf, is in agreement with the positive value of (aT f ap )c in this low 

PS molar mass range, see relation 6.3 and the enthalpic condition for UCST as 

described in paragraph 6.1. A change of curvature of the excess volume for 

higher molar masses, as is indicated by the theory and by the data of Saeki [73], 

can not be decided from the excess volume measurements of Wolf. 

So far we have concentrated on the curvature but how does theory predict the 

absolute value of the excess volume ? Figs.6.6, 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9 show that the HH 

theory generates excess volumes which are approximately a factor ten too small 

in comparison with experimental results. Thus having established the cross 

parameters from the consolute state at a liquid-liquid demixing curve, the theory 

is not capable to generate excess volumes which are in reasonable agreement 

with theory. This is clearly a shortcoming of the model. Note that also the effect 

of temperature on the excess volume is predicted in an unsatisfactory way. 

According to experimental data the excess volume becomes less negative with 

increasing temperature whereas the theory suggests an opposite effect. In 

studying this effect however we are probing the equation of state behaviour in 

a very detailed manner. We are comparing theoretical and experimental 

expansion differences in the order of 0.0002 cm3 fgK. It is clear that a subtle 

interplay between the expansion coefficients of the pure components and of the 

mixture is involved. A detailed study of this temperature effect is hindered 

because experimental information about the expansion coefficient of PS in this 

temperature region is missing. With the set of mixing parameters determined 

from liquid-liquid demixing information, it is clear that also this observed 
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0.20 

Fig.ti.ti Experimental ( •) and predicted excess volume according to the SS and HH theories vs. 

composition for the system PS(M=37 kg/mol)/CH at 12.47, 21.72 and 28.32 •c. 
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Fig.ti.7 Experimental (•) and predicted excess volume according to the SS and HH theories vs. 

composition for the system PS(M= 110 kg/mol)/CH at 21.72, 28.32 and 33.303 •c. 
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Flg..6.8 Experimental ( •) and predicted excess volume acrordiDg to the SS and HH theories vs. 

composition for the system PS(M=670 kg/moi)/CH at 28.32, 33.30 and 38.30 "C. 
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Fig.6.9 Experimental ( •) and predicted excess volume according to the SS and HH theories vs. 

composition for the system PS(M=0.6 kg/mol)/CH at 28.32 °C. 
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temperature effect is not predicted in a satisfactory manner. 

So far we have confronted the HH theory with experimental excess volumes but 

how good is the original SS theory in predicting these volume effects ? Fig.6.6, 

6.7, 6.8 and 6.9 show that the SS theory generates positive excess volumes and 

thus not even the proper sign is predicted. 

General thermodynamics states that for UCST demixing the factor (82H/8x2
)p,T 

is negative. This condition is indeed fulfilled for the computed excess enthalpies 

according to the SS and HH theory. As an example these enthalpies are 

presented in fig.6.10 for the system PS (M=37 kg/mole)/CH. It is not possible 

to compare these results with experiment because to our knowledge no excess 

enthalpies have been measured for this system. 
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Fig.6.10 Predicted excess enthalpy vs. composition according to the SS and HH theories for the 

system PS(M=37 kg/mol)/CH at 12.75, 21.72 and 28.32 •c. 
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Table 6.1 Excess Volumes for PS/Cl{ 

Weight fraction PS Exp.V exc,H;!l Theor.V exc,HH 

in em /base mol 

PS(M=37kg/mol)/CH T=285.90K 

.2018 -.8845 -.06181 

.1475 -.6422 -.04492 

.1250 -.5537 -.03791 

.1084 -.4825 -.03275 

.0869 -.4303 -.02918 

.0758 -.3854 -.02610 

PS(M=37kg/mol)/CH T=294.87K 

.2023 -.5n1 -.08782 

.1886 -.5442 -.08211 

.1722 -.4948 -.07520 

.1521 -.4361 -.06662 

.1255 -.3586 -.05513 

.osn -.2601 -.03860 

PS(M=37kg/mol)/CH T=301.47K 

.2018 -.4626 -.10870 

.1820 -.4333 -.09860 

.1626 -.3n1 -.08864 

.1433 -.3333 -.07853 

.1253 -.2903 -.06896 

.1011 -.2331 -.05592 

.0803 -.1843 -.04457 

PS(M = 110kg/mol) /CH T = 294.87K 

.1598 -.7341 -.07126 

.1328 -.6142 -.05943 

.1121 -.5192 -.05027 

.0959 -.4405 -.04305 

.0852 -.3921 -.03826 

.0749 -.3427 -.03364 

.0646 -.2922 -.02902 

PS(M = 110kg/mol)/CH T=301.47K 

.1594 -.6121 -.08840 

.1389 -.5472 -.07746 

.1233 -.4840 -.06902 

.1079 -.4235 -.06060 

.0901 -.3523 -.05078 

.0746 -.2940 -.04215 

.0657 -.2587 -.03718 
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PS(M=110kg/moi)/CH T=306.45K 

.1647 -.5784 -.10570 

.1428 -.5135 -.09235 

.1288 -.4621 -.08368 

.1131 -.4056 -.07383 

.1007 -.3610 -.06596 

.0848 -.3041 -.05579 

.0633 -.2371 -.04381 

PS(M =670kg/moi)/CH T=301.47K 

.0843 -.7649 -.0479 

.0717 -.6523 -.04082 

.0631 -.5732 -.03598 

.0539 -.4895 -.03077 

.0470 -.4259 -.02685 

.0419 -.3801 -.02395 

PS(M=670kg/moi)/CH T=306.45K 

.08689 -.5528 -.05749 

.0736 -.4742 -.04886 

.0641 -.4129 -.04265 

.0609 -.3568 -.04055 

.0475 -.3042 -.03172 

.0402 -.2601 -.02688 

.0333 -.2131 -.02230 

PS(M=670kg/moi)/CH T=311.45K 

.0845 -.4522 -.06444 

.0757 -.4089 -.05789 

.0662 -.3563 -.05077 

.0583 -.3136 -.04482 

.0503 -.2712 -.03876 

.0431 -.2313 -.03327 

.0361 -.1942 -.02792 

PS(M = .6kg/moi)/CH 

.9260 -.0280 -.005135 

.8382 -.0977 -.003774 

.7566 -.1239 .002431 

.6762 -.1138 .01123 

.6032 -.0945 .02012 

.5046 -.0706 .03143 

.4579 -.0594 .03587 

.4049 -.0464 .03976 

.3633 -.0411 .04177 

.2637 -.0247 .04194 

.2242 -.0165 .03989 

.1801 -.011 .03600 

.1505 -.010 .03237 

.1220 -.007 .02808 

.0956 -.004 .02336 

.0811 -.004 .02046 
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6.3 The system PS/MeOAc 

In this paragraph the pressure influence on UCST phase behaviour for the 

solution polystyrene(PS)fmethylacetate(MeOAc) is related to the predicted 

excess volume of the system. As already discussed in chapter 5, pressure 

enhances the miscibility in the lower pressure regime for all studied molar 

masses of PS. At approximately 300 bar (8T/8p)c becomes zero (see fig.5.17). 

In fig.6.11 the predicted total excess volume is presented at 1, 100 and 300 bar 

for a PS (M=51 kg/mole)/MeOAc solution. The two theoretical contributions 

which are responsable for the total volume change upon mixing are also 

incorporated. The volume cross parameter v12 * for PS/MeOAc is smaller than 

the hard sphere average of the pure component parameters. This implies that 

the cell size decreases upon mixing and a negative excess volume contribution 

results, see fig.6.11. This negative contribution is only slightly pressure

dependent. The vacancy effect has a much larger impact on the total excess 

volume. The change in the number of vacancies upon mixing leads to a relative 

large contraction of the system. Increasing pressure reduces the change in the 

vacancy-number but also leads to a different effect. On the low polymer 

concentration side the curve representing the vacancy contribution is concave at 

1 bar (see fig.6.11). An increase in pressure changes the local curvature into a 

convex form which has of course consequences for the total excess volume of the 

system. This total excess volume is the sum of the two volume effects. In the low 

polymer concentration regime, where the critical concentrations are located, the 

total excess volume is concave at 1 and 100 bar. At 300 bar however the concave 

form of the cell volume contribution and the convex form of the vacancy effect 

compensate each other resulting in an almost straight line for the total excess 

volume. Thus the second compositional derivative becomes zero leading to an 

invariance of pressure on the critical temperature ((8T/8p)c = 0) at 300 bar 

which is completely consistent with the miscibility study in chapter 5. 

The interplay between vacancy and cell volume contributions for PS/MeOAc is 

of a different type as in the case of the solution PS/CH. In the latter case the 
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curvature of the individual contributions did not change upon pressurizing but 

only the curvature of the sum of these effects changed. For PS/MeOAc we 

observe a change in curvature of the individual vacancy effect which results in a 

change in the curvature of the total excess volume. 

A direct comparison with experimental excess volumes is not possible because 

to our knowledge no excess volumes have been measured for this system. 
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Fig.6.11 Predicted total excess volume(--) for the system PS(51 kgfmol)/MeOAc at the UCST 

at 1, 100 and 300 bar. The vacancy(· • ·) and cell volume (- - -) contributions are 

included as well. 
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6.4 Conclusions 

In chapter 5 we have demonstrated that the effect of pressure un UCST phase 

behaviour of polymer solutions can be very subtle and complex. The system 

PS/CH served to illustrate this. In the original literature, presenting these data 

[73] for the above system, these subtle changes were correlated with changes of 

sign for the excess volume of mixing. 

In this chapter we have presented an alternative and original correlation 

between the pressure influence on critical temperature demixing and the excess 

volume of mixing for this system. According to the HH theory, these subtle 

pressure influences are related with changes in the local curvature of the excess 

volume and not with a change of sign. This conclusion is supported by 

experimental excess volume data of Wolf [84]. The predicted changes of local 

curvature is the result of a delicate interplay between the two theoretical types 

of volume effects operational in the HH theory. 

The absolute values of the excess volumes for this system are not predicted 

very well. The HH theory generates values which are approximately a factor ten 

too small whereas the SS theory is not even capable in predicting the proper sign 

of the excess volume. 

Excess volumes for the solution PS/MeOAc are also presented but are not 

experimentally verified because to our knowledge no experimental information 

is available. 
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7. The Flory-Duggins Parameter 

7.1 Introduction 

It is common practice to interpret the miscibility behaviour of multicomponent 

polymer systems in terms of the classical Flory-Huggins theory [6-9]. In this 

lattice theory the free energy of mixing for a strictly binary solution reads 

with N41 the total number of lattice sites, RT has the usual meaning, ~;represents 

the volume fraction of component i, s2 is the number of monomer units per 

polymer molecule and X the Flory-Huggins parameter. In the original 

formulation of the theory, entropic and enthalpic contributions to the free energy 

of mixing are strictly separated. The entropic part consists of combinatorial 

factors, represented by the first two terms on the right hand side of equation 7.1. 

Volume changes are not considered in this theory, thus only changes in internal 

energy contribute to the enthalpic factor, i.e. the last term in the right hand side 

of eq. 7.1. The x-parameter is a function of temperature only : 

(7.2) 

with xh a constant expressed in Kelvin. 

A comparison based on eq.7.1 and 7.2 with detailed experimental evidence 

points out the inadequacy of the Flory-Huggins theory and inspired the 

introduction of additional parameters in eq.7.2, parameters which do not always 

have a sound theoretical basis but give an improved agreement between 
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experiment and theory according to eq. 7.1. Inclusion of an extra constant x.: 

(7.3) 

is a first step towards improvement of this theory but the strict division of 

entropic and enthalpic contributions vanishes. The non-combinatorial entropy 

parameter x. was introduced first by Flory [8,9] and was viewed by Guggenheim 

[85] as a cooperative free energy correction. The molecular basis however is not 

defined very clearly. 

In an attempt to overcome remaining discrepancies between experiment and 

'theoretical' description, the temperature dependence of x has been extended, 

additional concentration functions were coupled to this parameter, segment 

areas were incorporated and extra empirical parameters have been added [86]. 

Consequently the x-parameter looses its original simple meaning expressed by 

eq. 7.2 and becomes a complex quantity in which many effects are incorporated. 

Nevertheless, many physical properties of polymer multicomponent systems are 

expressed in terms of the x-parameter. Frequently the Rayleigh ratios obtained 

in scattering experiments are expressed in terms of the x-parameter for 

scattering, i.e. Xscat related to the second compositional derivative of the free 

energy of mixing. 

In this chapter isobaric Xsca1-parameters are presented for the system PS/CH 

generated with the SS and the HH theory. The different theoretical factors, 

which contribute to this x-parameter, will be discussed in detail. Furthermore the 

theoretical x-parameter results for this system will be compared to experimental 

Xscacparameters determined by Scholte [36-39]. 
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7.2 Definitions for computation of Xscat·parameters 

In paragraph 7.3 theoretical x-parameters for dilute and concentrated PS/CH 

solutions are confronted with x-parameters determined by Scholte [36-39] from 

scattered light intensities. The intensity of scattered light at zero wave vector is 

directly related to the second compositional derivative of the Gibbs free energy 

of mixing [87]. The results of Scholte are expressed in terms of the Xsm

parameter which is derived from the second compositional derivative of the free 

energy of mixing adopting a Flory-Huggins expression. Scholte does not apply 

equation 7.1 but starts from the Flory-Huggins free energy expression in terms 

of mass fractions, which for a binary solution reads: 

(7.4) 

with the combinatorial entropy contribution: 

(7.5) 

AGw is the Gibbs free energy of mixing of M. grams of solution, RT has the 

usual meaning, wi stands for the mass fraction of component i and Mi the molar 

mass of species i. In differential form equation 7.4 reads : 

(7.6) 

From the above it follows : 

(7.7) 

As derived in chapter 2, the Gibbs free energy of the mixture in the framework 
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•· of the HH theory is expressed per mole lattice sites and reads : 

Gm/(N<S>RT) = 

'P A/sA ln'Pa + • 'Pa/ Sa ln'Pa 

+ (1-y)/y ln(1-y) + ln (y)/ <s> 

- (1-<a>y)/('YY) ln(1-<a>y) 

- <c.> ln (v* yV (1-71)3
) 

+ (1-a)y <c.>[A(yV)4 -2B(yVY21/(2(1-ay)T) 

+ 3/2 <cfs> ln (2w<Mo>RT/(N8h)2
) 

+ pV/(RT) 

(7.8) 

combinatorial (SHH) term 

vacancy (V AC) term 

Huggins (HUG) term 

cell free volume (FV) term 

energetic (EO) term 

translational energy (TE) term 

compressibility factor (Z) term · 

with all symbols defined in chapter 2. In order to be able to apply eq.7.7 we 

have to express the theoretical Gibbs free energy of mixing in eq.7.6 per unit 

mass: 

(7.9) 

with <Mo> the average molar mass per segment. By combining eqs. 7.7, 7.8 

and 7.9 we are able to compute theoretical Xscat parameters based on the HH 

theory: 

= M1a2jaw/ [(SHH- SFH) + VAC +HUG+ FV +EO+ TE + Z] 

According to eq.7.10 one is able to systematically investigate the contribution of 

the curvature of each individual term to the total curvature of the Gibbs free 
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energy of mixing with respect to composition. It is this curvature which 

determines the miscibility behaviour of the system. As already expressed in eq. 

7.3 the x-parameter consists of an enthalpic and a non-combinatorial entropic · 

part. For Xscat these contributions are defined by : 

Xsnc,scat = a(Txscat)faT (7.11) 

(7.12) 

with Xscat = XSnc,scat + XH,scat (7.13) 

From eq.7.7 

(7.14) 

it follows that XH,scat = -1/(2T) 82A"-w/itw/ (7.15) 

(7.16) 

7.3 x ..... and its contributions 

The Xscat parameters and all the theoretical contributions are computed for the 

system PS(520 kg/mole)JCH. In fig.7.1 Xscat and these terms, generated by the 

HH theory, are presented at the UCST-critical composition as a function of 

temperature at atmospheric conditions. All theoretical pure component 

parameters and mixing parameters are identical to those used in the previous 

chapters. At the spinodal, Xscat takes the following value : 
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(7.17) 

The s~nd derivative of the combinatorial entropy SFH is independent of 

temperature and is a constant for a given concentration indicated in fig.7.1 by 

the straight line for this particular concentration. In the low and high 
\' ( 

temperature range we observe that the value of Xscat exceeds the absolute value 

of the combinatorial contribution Whereas at intermediate temperatures the 

value of Xscat is smaller. One may conclude that at these intermediate 

temperatures the system is in the homogeneous or metastable state (see 

paragraph 2.9). In the high and low temperature range the system is in the 

heterogeneous state. This conclusion is in agreement with the demixing study in 

chapter 5. At low temperatures the system exhibits UCST type of demixing, at 

high temperatures the system enters the LCST miscibility gap whereas in 

between the system is homogeneous. 

The total Xscat parameter is the result of the sum of all individual theoretical 

terms. From these terms, the combinatorial (SHH and SFH) and the 

translational energy (TE) terms are temperature independent whereas HUG 

and Z terms are only slightly temperature dependent (see fig.7.1). The TE term 

is negative and thus favours the mixing of the system. the combinatorial and the 

HUG terms are positive and stimulate the system to demix. At atmospheric 

pressure the Z term is almost zero and has a negligible effect on phase 

behaviour. The sum of these four terms is a small negative value practically 

temperature independent. 

The FV, V AC and EO terms vary strongly with temperature and it are 

basically these terms which introduce phase separation in the low and high 

temperature regions. 

Focussing for the moment on the energetic term, we see its value decreases 

and changes sign with increasing temperature. From a model point of view, there 

are different effects which determine this observed temperature dependence. 

This term represents the balance between pure component interactions and cross 

interactions. With increasing temperature the number of the pure components 

contacts and cross contacts will change but also the energy corresponding to 
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Fig.7.1 X, ... parameter and its theoretical contributions versus temperature at the UCST

composition for the system PS(M=520 kg/mol)/CH according to the HH theory 
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these contacts. Changes in the cell volume are mainly responsible for this latter 

effect whereas changes in the number of vacancies determine the number of 

total contacts. These are obvious the effects which cause the decrease of the 

energetic contribution with increasing temperature. 

' Wh'~:~.t are the influences of the free volume and the vacancy term on Xseat ? 

The V AC term represents the contribution of mixing vacancies and segments to 

the combinatorial entropy in the SS and HH theories (see chapter 2) and the 

free volume (FV) term represents the effect on the curvature of the Gibbs free 

energy of mixing from the cell partition function. Both terms are positive in the 

whole temperature range and increase quasi-exponentially with temperature (see 

fig. 7.1). So one can conclude that free volume arguments are responsible for 

LCST demixing. This is consistent with the findings of other free volume theories 

which lead to a similar conclusion. A unique feature of this theory is that the 

total free volume effect finds its origin in two separate free volume contributions 

whereas in other free volume theories only one free volume mechanism causes 

LCST demixing. 

As discussed before, the Xscat parameter consists of an enthalpic and an 

entropic part which are presented in fig.7.2. The total entropic contribution to 

the curvature of the Gibbs free energy of mixing also includes the FH 

combinatorial entropy term, represented by the thick straight line. The total 

entropic term is positive at high temperatures and becomes negative at low 

temperatures. So there is one temperature at which the total entropic term 

equals zero, in this case at approximately 420K. From the above it is clear that 

entropic effects induce LCST~type of demixing. 

An opposing effect forms the enthalpic contribution which is positive at low 

temperatures and becomes negative at elevated temperatures (see fig.7.2). Thus 

it are enthalpic driving forces which cause UCST demixing. 

As already discussed in chapter 5, the following conditions have to be fulfilled 

(7.18) 

LCST: (7.19) 
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Fig.7.2 Enthalpic (H) and entropic (S) contributions to the Xsca, parameter versus temperature at 

UCST-composition for the system PS (M=520 kg/moi)/CH system according to the HH 

theory. The straight line represents the FH combinatorial entropy term. 

From equations 7.13 and 7.14 and fig.7.2 it follows that these conditions are 

indeed fulfilled. 

In fig.7.3 the computed Xscat parameter is presented as generated by the SS 

and HH theory respectively for the PS(520 kg/mole)/CH solution again at the 

UCST composition whereas in fig.7.4 the contributions to the SS Xscat are 

displayed. The SS and HH Xscat parameters are equal at the UCST (in this case 

301.15K). This is logical because it is this critical point that is fitted in order to 

quantify the values of the two mixing parameters in both theories. Furthermore 

in comparison with HH the SS Xscat function has a smaller temperature slope in 

between UCST and LCST but reaches larger values at elevated temperatures. 

This implies that LCST phase behaviour is shifted towards lower temperatures 

and this is exactly what the phase behaviour computations indicate (see chapter 

5). A comparison of the individual contributions to the total Xscat function for the 
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SS and HH theories learns: 

1. The 'energetic (EO) contribution takes lower values in the SS theory. 

2. The .free volume (FV) term however has increased in the SS theory. 

3. The HUG term vanishes in the SS theory. 
' :-.: -

4. All other contributions do not change significantly. 

The effects summarized in remarks 1-3 cause the x parameter according to the 

SS theory to be less temperature dependent. This will be discussed in 

comparison with experimental results in the next paragraph. 
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Fig.7.3 X..,.. parameter versus temperature according to the HH and SS theories at the UCST

composition for tbe system PS(M=520 kg/moi)/CH. Straight line represents the FH 

combinatorial entropy. 
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7.4 Comparison of theoretical x-·values with experiment 

Scholte [36-39] performed light scattering experiments on solutions of three 

polystyrene samples in cyclohexane in the homogeneous state. These PS samples 

are listed in table 7.1 and are the same as used for the miscibility studies. The 

studied concentration and temperature ranges are listed in table 7.2 for each 

solution. The temperatures in all cases remain lK above the corresponding 

UCST. 

Table 7.1 Molar mass characteristics of the PS samples 

Sample 

PSI 

PS2 

PS3 

M,.in kg/mol 

51 

163 

520 

M,./M. 

1.04 

1.06 

1.19 

For the interpretation of the scattering results Scholte starts from the Flory

Huggins expression for the Gibbs free energy of mixing expressed in terms of 

mass fractions, viz. by eq. 7.4. In differential form this Flory-Huggins expression 

reads: 

(7.20) 

with Ap1 the chemical potential of the solvent in solution minus the chemical 

potential of pure solvent. The Rayleigh ratios are inversely proportional to 

82AGw/8WZ and can be related to 8(Xp.)/8w2• Numerical intergration as a function 

of composition gives the desired value for Ap1 and defines according to eq.7.20 

the value for Xv.· In our computations we are interested in Xscat which is computed 

from the tabulated data for xll by numerical differentiation according to: 
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(7.21) 

Table 7.2 Composition- and temperature ranges of the light scattering studies on PS/CH 

Solution T- range inK Composition range in wPS 

PS 1/CH 290.55 - 338.15 0.02-0.30 

PS2/CH 298.15 - 338.15 0.02-0.20 

PS3/CH 301.35 - 338.15 0.02- 0.10 . 

These values are plotted in fig.7.5 - 7.10 for the. three PS/CH solutions as a 

function of reciprocal temperature. The theoretical SS and HH Xseat values are 

represented by full lines in these figures. In the proximity of the respective 

critical points computed and experimental Xscat values are in close agreement as 

expected. The values of the Xseat parameters at other compositions in the low 

temperature range are predicted quite accurately. The prediction of the 

temperature dependence of the Xscat values is less satisfactory. Both theories 

predict a too large temperature dependence which is most pronounced for the 

HH theory. It was already noticed in the previous paragraph that the HH and 

SS theories predict a different slope of Xscat versus temperature. These 

diiferences are of course also. observed in the comparison with experimental 

data. Therefore from the limited temperature range considered in the Xscat data, 

one could conclude that the SS theory gives a slightly better prediction. 

However, from the phase diagrams it was shown clearly that HH gives a better 

prediction of the overall temperature dependencies judged from the location of 

LCST relative to UCST phase behaviour. Although the composition dependence 

of the Xscat parameter is predicted reasonably, some care has to be exercized. 

Especially for the dilute concentrations one should realize that the extraction of 

the Xscat parameter from the experimental Rayleigh ratio is in principle not 
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feasible any more. In this composition regime, excluded volume effects become 

important and the simple interpretation in terms of a mean field x parameter 

becomes unwarranted. The second virial coefficient and consequently the x 
parameter are also dependent on the polymer coil dimensions. It has been shown 

by the bridging concept [88] that these dilute solution effects can extend to 

considerable concentrations. This makes the exact interpretation of the 

experimental results impossible because exact relations are unknown. 

7.5 Conclusions 

X parameters can be computed according to the SS and HH theory. Different 

theoretical contributions to these parameters can be studied seperately and for 

some contributions molecular backgrounds are suggested. However, the x
analysis does not give new basic results for the interpretation of phase behaviour. 

The enthalpic and entropic contributions have been exposed clearly. 

Predicted x parameter curves are compared with experimental information for 

the system PS/CH. These curves are in reasonable agreement. Care has to be 

exerted in the dilute composition regime because of excluded volume effects. 
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Phase Behaviour 

8. Phase behaviour : Influence of Pressure, 

Temperature, Composition and, Molar Mass 

8.1 Introduction 

135 

For polymer solutions a wealth of experimental information is available 

concerning true thermodynamic phase diagrams, pressure influence on these 

phase diagrams and pure component equilibrium equation of state data. For high 

molar mass polymer mixtures, i.e. polymer blends, the situation is , different. 

Unfortunately, most phase diagrams for blends are not true thermodynamic 

phase diagrams since they are derived from e.g. DSC-experiments, dynamical 

mechanical data etc. Reliable phase diagrams however can be constructed 

making use of the neutron scattering technique [89-93). Because of contrast 

enhancement a certain amount of protons in either of the polymer constituents 

has to be substituted by deuterium. Unfortunately a change of the phase diagram 

is to be expected due to this deuterium incorporation. Recently also fluorescence 

experiments from which spinodal data can be obtained have been published [94]. 

In this case the polymer molecules have to be labelled with fluorescent probes. 

A low probe concentration suffices but the probe molecules are rather bulky and 

also here a shift of the "unlabelled" phase diagram is to be expected. 

Studies of the influence of pressure on phase behaviour for polymer blends 

are extremely scarce. To our knowledge only two systematic studies have been 

devoted to this subject. Suzuki and co-workers studied the pressure dependence 

of cloud point curves of the blend poly( ethylacrylate )PEA I 
poly(vinylidenefluoride) PVDF [95]. They came to the remarkable conclusion 

that depending on blend composition pressure either improves or diminishes the 

miscibility for this blend. Walsh and Rostami [96] investigated the blend 

chlorinated polyethylene- ethylene vinylacetate copolymer. They observed that 
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miscibility is enhanced with pressure, i.e. the LCST cloud points shift towards 

higher temperatures. 

From the above it is clear that a detailed study of polymer blends is hindered 

by a lack of accurate experimental information. For this reason the SS and HH 

theories are in first instance tested for a hypothetical model blend. Furthermore 

the HH theory is confronted with phase behaviour of the blend polystyrene(PS) 

/ poly(paramethylstyrene) PpMeS [40]. 

8..2 Model Computations for a Hypothetical Blend 

In the following paragraph the miscibility behaviour according to the SS and 

HH theory for a hypothetical binary polymer blend is discussed. The pure 

component parameters are given realistic values and are shown in table 3.6. The 

semi-flexibility rule 3c=s+3 is adopted. The value of the cross segmental 

repulsive volume is taken constant and equal to the hard sphere average. The 

influence on the phase behaviour of e.g. chain length, temperature, pressure, 

composition and molecular cross parameters can be computed now. 

For a blend of oligomers in which both components have a molar mass of 5 

kg/mole (sa = s., = 100) the spinodal curves for different values of the cross 

interaction energy ratio X are shown in fig.8.1. The SS theory predicts UCST 

phase behaviour. Upon increase of the parameter X the miscibility improves as 

expected. A value larger than unity for the parameter X indicates that the 

maximum attraction energy between A-B contacts is more favourable compared 

to the pure dispersive interaction of A-A and B-B contacts. If the molar masses 

of the pure constituents are increased to 6.5 kg/mole (sA= 5s = 130, see fig.8.2) 

the cross interaction parameter X must become larger in order to induce 

miscibility in the temperature window considered in this figure. Besides UCST 

phase behaviour in the low temperature regime the system also exhibits LCST 

phase demixing at higher temperatures. Note that these temperatures are not 

·realistic for a real polymer system and only serve to demonstrate a possible 

coexistence of UCST and LCST. If the cross interaction becomes less favourable 

the UCST and LCST spinodals merge resulting in a hour glass shaped 
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Fig.8.1 Predicted spinodals for a hypothetical oligomer model blend with molar masses of 

both constituents 5 kg/mol. The energetic cross parameter X is indicated. 
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Fig.8.2 Predicted spinodals for a hypothetical oligomer model blend with molar masses of 

both constituents 6.5 kg/mol. The energetic cross parameter X is indicated. 
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Fig.8.3 Predicted spinodals for a hypothetical model blend with molar masses of both constituents 

50 kg/mol. The energetic cross parameter X is indicated. 
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Fig.8.4 Predicted spinodals for a hypothetical model blend with molar mass of component 1 

50 kg/mol, molar mass of component 2 is indicated. The energetic mixing parameter 

equals 1.003. 
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immiscibility region. Upon a further increase of the molar masses of both 

components an even larger value of the X-parameter is required to induce 

miscibility. Consequently the UCST curve shifts to lower temperatures and 

eventually disappears because, from an interactional point of view, the system 

is prone to mix. Thus for higher molar mass systems LCST phase behaviour is 

more likely to be observed. In fig.8.4 the influence of changing molar mass on 

the phase diagrams is depicted at constant cross interaction energy. As expected 

an increase in molar mass results in a decreased miscibility. Furthermore an 

enhanced asymmetry in the relative chain lengths is reflected in an enhanced 

asymmetry of the spinodal curves. 

The existence of the LCST demixing curve in fig.8.4 is related to differences 

in equation of state properties of the pure components. In the SS theory this 

difference can be discussed in terms of differences in lattice free volume. The 

influence of pressure on the LCST phase diagram is shown in fig.8.5. Upon 

increasing the pressure one can expect to reduce the mismatch between the 

600 

T (K) 

500 

L.OO 

0 05 

Fig.8.S Pressure influence on the spinodal for a hypothetical model blend with molar masses 

of the pure constituents 50 kg/mol. The energetic cross parameter X equals 1.003. The 

pressure is indicated in bar. 
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component free volumes and consequently an improved miscibility may be 

anticipated. For solutions of PE in n-hexane it has been shown previously that 

the pressure dependence of the miscibility is governed by an iso-site free volume 

condition at the consolute state. In the absence of cell size changes (Y = 1), 

whkh is the case for the computations shown in fig.8.5, an iso-condition is 

applicable. In table 8.1 the difference in site free volume at the critical 

coordinates is shown as a function of pressure. Covering a substantial pressure 

range the difference (y8-yA) remains constant to a very good approximation. 

Table 8.1 Free volume difference at LCST-conditions as computed by the SS-theory 

p (bar) T (K) 100*(Yo-Y.J 

1 425.61 2.406 

10 427.58 2.409 

50 436.49 2.420 

100 447.57 2.434 

500 552.57 2.535 

Thus critical demixing sets in at a given value of the free volume difference. This 

is a clear demonstration that LCST demixing is to a great extend governed by 

differences in free volume. The exact value of (y8 -y A) however is not universal 

but depends on the specific system and the specific molar mass combination. As 

expected the SS theory accounts for the major molecular characteristics which 

are now generally accepted to be responsible for the phase behaviour of polymer 

systems excluding orientation dependent interactions. 

The HH theory produces similar phase behaviour when the same molecular 

parameters are adopted. As discussed already in chapter 3, the PVT-behaviour 

of the pure components is modelled differently in the concept of the HH theory 

in comparison with the SS model. This has consequences for the computed 

spinodal curves which are shifted in temperature in the order of 10-50 Kelvin 
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whereas the shift in composition is very small. Because no new effects are 

observed the spinodals which are generated by the HH theory are not presented. 

A better understanding of more complicated phase behaviour can be obtained 

with the SS or the HH theory. For example, the predicted influence of pressure 

is not always as simple as shown in fig.8.5. So far, we have assumed that hard 

core segmental volume parameters v A*, vB * and v AB * are equal. In fig.8.6 the 

calculated LCST using the HH theory is shown as a function of pressure. In this 

case it is assumed that the segmental hard core volume v12 * is not equal to the 

hard sphere average but is slightly larger (Y = 1.002). Differences arising in the 

cell volume can be attributed to differences in packing efficiencies of segments 

involved in homo (A-A and B-B) and hetero (A-B) contacts respectively. Here 

an essentially new feature can be observed. For the parameters chosen the 

miscibility increases at first in accordance with free volume concepts but at high 

pressures the miscibility decreases. aearly the pressure dependence of miscibility 

407 

:.:: 
.s 406 
~ 

405 

404 ~~~~~~~~~~ 
0 50 100 150 200 250 

P in bar 

Fig.8.6 Lower critical solution temperature versus pressure for a hypothetical model blend. Molar 

masses of both constituents equal 50 kg/mol. X= 1.00285, Y = 1.002. 
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Table S.Z Free volume difference at LCST -conditions as computed by the SS-theory 

p (bar) T(K) 100*(y8-y.J 

1 404.651 1.849 

20 405.183 1.838 

40 405.666 1.826 

60 406.071 1.813 

80 406.395 1.801 

100 406.637 1.788 

120 406.798 1.775 

140 406.874 1.762 

160 406.866 1.749 

180 406.m 1.735 

200 406.594 1.722 

220 406.329 1.707 

240 405.976 1.692 

does not obey the iso-site free volume condition since the free volume difference 

of the pure components changes monotonically with pressure. The free volume 

difference (y8 -yA) for this system is summarized in table 8.2. With increasing 

pressure (y8-yA) systematically becomes smaller indicating that the demixing sets 

in at an earlier stage than anticipated from the iso-free volume concept. The iso

free volume concept assumes that the demixing is completely governed by the 

site fraction free volume. Just as in the case of the presented polymer solutions, 

also changes in the cell volume have their influence on critical demixing 

phenomena. In the following chapter on excess functions these two effects, which 

both determine the volume change upon mixing, will be studied in more detail 

and also the link to phase behaviour will be considered. 

We have demonstrated in the previous chapters that such a non-monotonic 

pressure dependence on phase behaviour is not uncommon for polymer 

solutions. Also for polymer blends there is some evidence that the pressure 
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dependence can be quite complicated. As already presented in paragraph 8.1 

Suzuki et al. [95] measured the pressure influence on cloud point curves of the 

blend PEA-PVDF. They observed a remarkable tilting effect of these curves with 

pressure (see fig.8.7) which means that depending on blend composition 

miscibility either improves or decreases. 

For the molecular parameters shown in table 3.6 the spinodal curves at two 

indicated pressures are drawn in fig.8.8. Oearly the HH but also the SS theories 

are able to predict a similar tilting effect of the demixing curves with pressure 

as observed by Suzuki et al. One should note however that the computations 

indicate a tilting of spinodal curves whereas the experimental information reports 

a tilting of cloud point curves. It is not possible to compute the phase behaviour 

of the system PEA/PVDF because, to our knowledge, no equilibrium equation 

of state data are available for the pure constituents of this blend. 
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Fig.8.7 Influence of pressure on cloud point curves for the system PEA/PVDF [95]. 
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Fig.8.8 Computed spinodals at two pressures for a hypothetical model blend. Molar masses of the 

pure constituents equal 50 kg/mol. X= 1.00285, Y = 1.002. 

8.3 Phase behaviour of the System PS/PpMeS 

8.3.1 Introduction 

In this paragraph the miscibility behaviour of the blend polystyrene(PS) / 

poly(paramethylstyrene )(PpMeS) is studied on an experimental and theoretical 

basis (40]. This blend was selected because it can be considered free of specific 

interactions and the pure components are easily synthesized anionically with a 

narrow molar mass distribution thus excluding polydispersity effects. 

Unfortunately however PS and PpMeS are from a physical and chemical point 

of view very similar. This complicates the experimental detection of phase 

behaviour in this system. 
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8.3.2 Experimental 

Materials 

PS was obtained from Pressure Chemical Company. PpMeS was synthesized 

by anionic polymerization under argon. The distilled and dried monomer was 

polymerized in toluene at 60 oc using the initiator n-butyllithium. After two 

hours the reaction was terminated by adding 2-propanol to the solution. The 

product was precipitated in 2-propanol and dried for 15 hours under vacuum. 

Blend Preparation 

PS and PpMeS were dissolved in toluene (0.5 wt%) at room temperature. 

After stirring the solutions for 15 hours the solvent was evaporated to produce 

films with a typical thickness of 80 pm. The films were dried under vacuum for 

several days above T g- The molar mass characteristics of the blends are shown 

in table 8.3. 

Table 8.3 Molar ma5s characteristics of the blend components as measured by GPC calibrated 

against PS-standards 

Blend . M,_ps(kgfmol) M,.PpMeS(kg/mol) 

1 37 133 

2 50 133 

3 50 44 

4 110 44 

TGA-measurements 

The solvent content of the film was checked by thermo-gravimetric analysis 

(Perkin Elmer TGA 7). A maximum weight reduction of 0.3% is observed before 

the blend reaches its degradation temperature. 
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Experimental Determination of Miscibility 

The state of miscibility of ihe blends was studied by Differential Scanning · 

Calorimetry (DSC) and Phase Contrast Optical Microscopy. 

All Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) measurements were performed 

on a Perkin-Elmer DSC-7 system calibrated against Zn and In. Sample sizes 

were approximately 5 mg. After annealing at a certain temperature, the samples 

were quenched below T g- Subsequently a temperature run was performed with 

a typical scan speed of 20 K/min and the blend was annealed at a different 

temperature. This cycle was repeated several times varying the annealing 

temperature between Tg and the degradation temperature of the blend. This 

procedure was applied to PS/PpMeS blends with different compositions and 

different molar masses of the pure components. As a criterion of miscibility we 

used the appearance of one or two discontinuities in the DCS thermogram after 

annealing for several hours at a certain temperature. Figs.8.9 and 8.10 illustrate 

examples of thermograms for a homogeneous and a heterogeneous system. 

The ·phase contrast optical microscopy technique was used to detect phase 

separation because standard optical microscopy was not applicable due to the 

small difference in refractive index of the two homopolymers. The temperature 

program used in the DSC experiments was used in the microscopy experiments 

as well. 

8.3.3 Experimental Results 

DSC and phase contrast microscopy techniques were used to determine the 

state of miscibility of the blends mentioned in table 8.3. For the blends 1 and 2 

we clearly observe a reversible transition from a heterogeneous to a 

homogeneous phase region with increasing temperature and vice versa. In Figs. 

8.11-8.14 the results of the DSC- and microscopy experiments are shown 

graphically. The two techniques give consistent results. The results indicate 

UCST phase behaviour, which is quite exceptional for high molar mass blends. 

This kind of phase behaviour is observed frequently for polymer/solvent or 
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Fig.8.12 Phase diagram for a PS(50 kg/mol)/ PpMeS(133 kg/mol) blend. (e) : homogeneous 
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oligomer/oligomer systems but it is rather extraordinary for polymer/polymer 

systems. In fact this is one of the very few homopolymer blends known to exhibit 

this kind of phase behaviour [97-99]. 

8.3.4 Theoretical Study of Phase Behaviour 

The pure component parameters are listed in table 3.7. For values of the mixing 

parameters X and Y extremely close to one (see table 8.4), the miscibility gap 

for the system PS 37 /PpMeS 133 (kg/mol.) is predicted in a quantitative way as 

Table 8.4 Mixing parameters of the polymer blend PS/PpMeS according to the HH theory against 

PS·standards 

X y 

1.0001731 1.0005239 

shown in fig. 8.11. Here the computed spinodal is compared with the 

experimental information. The values of the mixing parameters indicate the 

intermolecular interactions are indeed dispersive. Therefore the blend obeys 

the restrictions inherent in the derivation of the theory. 

In order to predict the phase behaviour of blends with different molar mass we 

assume all model parameters constant. The predicted spinodals are presented 

in figs. 8.12-8.14. The temperature shift of the UCST with changing molar mass 

is slightly underestimated by theory. The discrepancy is most pronounced for the 

PS 110/PpMeS 44 (kg/mol.) blend. 

The PS/PpMeS system shows no LCST type of demixing behaviour 

experimentally and a LCST type of spinodal is not predicted with the HH theory, 

even not at extremely high and physically unrealistic temperatures. For systems 

without specific interactions LCST phase behaviour is governed by equation of 
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state properties of the constituents. LCST demixing will occur only when the 

free volume difference of the pure components exceeds a certain value. This has 

been shown before for the Simha-Somcynsky theory [29,31] and is also valid for 

the HH theory. In fig. 8.15 the occupied site fraction y (free volume fraction = 
(1-y}) for both components as a function of temperature is plotted at 

atmospheric pressure. The free volume difference for both components is 

extremely small and increases only slightly with temperature. Consequently the 

blend will not phase separate in the indicated temperature range. 

UCST type of demixing is controlled by energetic contributions to the free 

energy. At low temperatures the energetic cross interactions are apparently not 

large enough to overcome the pure component contacts and from a purely 

energetic point of view there is no reason for the system to mix. These energetic 

contributions can be replaced by enthalpic contributions because of the relative 

small value of the pAY term. These latter effects are investiged in the next 

chapter. 
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Fig.8.15 Site free volumes of the pure constituents of the blend PS/PpMeS versus temperature 
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The HH theory predicts a monotoneous increase of the UCST with pressure, 

visualized in fig.8.16. In the next chapter this pressure effect will be discussed in 

terms of the excess function of this system. 
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Fig.8.16 Influence of pressure on the UCST for the PS(37 kg/mol) / PpMeS(133 kg/mol) blend 
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8.4 Conclusions 

Computations concerning miscibility behaviour of model systems indicate that 

the SS and the HH theories are capable in describing the general observed 

effects encountered in studies of polymer blend miscibility. These effects include 

a transition from UCST to LCST miscibility behaviour with increasing molar 

mass of the pure constituents. This is a generally observed phenomena; partial 

miscible oligomer blends frequently exhibit UCST type of demixing whereas high 

molar mass polymer blends generally demix at elevated temperatures (LCST). 

A difference in molar masses of the pure constituents is reflected in an 

asymmetry of the spinodal curves, which is another generally observed effect. 

Just as in the case of the solution PE/n-hexane (see chapter 3) a site-fraction 

free volume principle governs the pressure effect on LCST miscibility. This 

principle however is only applicable when the other theoretical volume 

mechanism, concerning changes in cell volume upon mixing, is not operational. 

One of the very rare studies in literature concerning pressure effects on 

miscibility of polymer blends, reveals a complicated pressure effect. Cloud points 

of the blend PVDF /PEA show a tilting effect with increasing pressure. A similar 

tilting effect can be reproduced with the SS and HH theories for a model blend 

when both volume mechanisms are incorporated. 

The DSC and phase contrast optical microscopy techniques reveal UCST 

miscibility behaviour for the system PS/PpMeS which is quite exceptional for a 

high molar mass blend. The HH theory predicts this type of phase behaviour. 

This blend does not show phase separation at elevated temperatures (LCST) 

because of the similarity of the site free volume fractions of both pure 

components. 
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Excess Functions 

9. Thermodynamic Excess Functions and 

Correlations with Phase Behaviour 

9.1 Introduction 

155 

In this chapter thermodynamic excess functions of polymer blends are studied 

but we are not in a position to verify these functions by experiment. Reason is 

the scarcity of reliable experimental excess functions reflecting the difficulty of 

such measurements for polymer blends. Prerequisites for excess function 

measurements are the equilibrium condition and the requirement of 

homogeneity which implies that one is limited to a restricted temperature region. 

In general this zone is restricted by the glass transition line of the blend at low 

temperatures and by a miscibility gap or degradation region at elevated 

temperatures. The difficulty of establishing thermodynamic equilibrium is 

another problem one is faced with. The kinetics of the inter-diffusion processes 

are extremely slow due to the large values of the viscosity of the individual 

phases. This hinders an accurate interpretation of the measured excess functions 

one is interested in. 

In most cases excess enthalpy measurements are performed via indirect ways. 

two main approaches have been attempted in literature. In the first, AHm for low 

molar mass analogies of the respective polymers are measured and the results 

are extrapolated towards polymer blends [100,101]. This method neglects molar 

mass and conformational effects on AHm and is therefore somewhat controversial 

to use in detailed studies of excess enthalpies of polymer blends. In a second 

indirect way, the heats of solution of the blend and its constituents are measured 

in a suitable common solvent [102-104]. The excess enthalpy is determined from . 

the appropriate Hess' law cycle, see below. 
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All. A 

polymer A + solvent solution A 

+ AHB + . 
polymer B + solvent solution B 

l·"· 1 AH,' 
AH,AB 

polymer A + polymer B solution A + B 

Scheme 9.1 Hess' law cycle 

From this cycle relation 9.1 follows : 

Al-JA + AH 8 = AH + AHAB .. "'s s m s (9.1) 

Note that AH." is negligible provided that the solutions are sufficiently dilute. This 

method is also not very accurate because AHm is relatively small compared to the 

other relevant enthalpies involved which may lead to serious errors in AHm. 

Excess volume measurements on polymer blends are scarce in literature. One 

of the few systems studied is polystyrene (PS) I polyphenyleneoxide (PPO). 

Zoller and Hoehn [105] reported specific volumes for this system at room 

temperature indicating large negative excess volumes. However these data are 

not completely conclusive since they were obtained for the non-equilibrium 

glassy state. In the equilibrium molten state large deviations from the prediction 

of linear mixing rules are not observed. Simha and Jain [28] studied the excess 

volume of this system in the terms of the Simha-Somcynsky theory. A change of 

the mixing parameters as a function of concentration was necessary to describe 

these volumes in an accurate way. 

Wendorff [106,107] performed excess volume measurements in the molten 

state on sandwich-packed and intimately powder-mixed blends of 

polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) I polyvinylidenefluoride (PVDF) and of 
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polyethylacrylate (PEA) I PVDF. He concluded that these systems are 

characterized by positive excess volumes and that the absolute magnitudes 

amount to about 0.2 - 0.5%. 

Tsujita et al [108, 109] performed specific volume measurements on polystyrene 

I polyparachlorostyrene and polyvinylchloride I polymethylmethacrylate blends 

and on the corresponding pure constituents. They report negative excess volumes 

with a maximum absolute magnitude of 1% relative to the specific volume of the 

blends. Both research groups of Wendorff and Tsujita only measured the excess 

volumes at a few compositions so it is not possible to generate a detailed excess 

volume - composition curve. 

We have shown above that excess function measurements for polymer blends 

are still in a early stage of development and at the moment there are no 

experimental data which are accurate enough to check equation 6.3 which links 

the second compositional derivative of excess volume and excess enthalpy to the 

pressure influence on phase behaviour. In this chapter we present theoretical 

excess functions for a hypothetical model blend and for the system polystyrene 

(PS) I polyparamethylstyrene (PpMeS). These functions have a purely predictive 

character and may challenge other experimentalists to improve these excess 

measurements. 

9.2 Hypothetical Model Blend 

In the previous chapter we have presented the effect of pressure on LeST

phase behaviour for a hypothetical model blend with the cross interaction 

parameters X andY equal to 1.00285 and 1.002 respectively (see fig.8.6). At the 

critical composition the miscibility is enhanced in the low pressure regime until 

approximately 150 bar and beyond this pressure the LCST shifts towards lower 

temperatures. With the aid of equation 6.3 we are in a position now to 

rationalize this pressure effect in terms of excess functions for this system. The 

excess enthalpies at the lower critical solution temperatures are negative and are 

of the concave type (see fig.9.1) which is to be expected from general 
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thermodynamics (see chapter 6). Fig.9.2 displays excess volumes at the LCST 

at three pressures as a function of the weight fraction polystyrene including the 

cell- and the vacancy contribution to the total excess volume. The cell 

contribution is only slightly pressure dependent, the major effect stems from 

the change in the number of vacancies upon mixing. With increasing pressure 

this vacancy effect gives less negative contributions to the total excess volume 

(see fig.9.2) and ultimately results in a change of sign of the latter. For this 

system the excess volume -composition curve seems uniformally curved for all 

pressures which implies that a change of sign of the second compositional 

derivative of the excess volume is directly caused by a change of sign of the 

excess volume itself. Only under those circumstances where the excess volume 

is almost zero local curvatures of the excess volume will appear because the 

excess volume will not change sign for all compositions simultaneously. However 

the situation for this model blend is thus far less complex as the PS/CH case 

where changes of local curvature are responsible for the observed pressure 

effect. At low pressures both the excess volume and the excess enthalpy are 

convex causing a positive (aTjap)c. Beyond approximately 150 bar the excess 

volume curve becomes positive and thus concave resulting in a negative value 

for the derivative (aTjap)c. 

9.3 The System PS / PpMeS 

In the previous chapter we have shown that the HH theory predicts a 

monotonous increase of the upper critical solution temperature with increasing 

pressure (see fig.8.16) for the blend polystyrene (PS) / polyparamethylstyrene 

(PpMeS). In this paragraph we study this uncomplicated influence of pressure 

in terms of the predicted excess functions for this system. In fig.9.3 and 9.4 the 

predicted excess volume and enthalpy are presented at the critical temperatures. 

The excess enthalpy function is of a concave type and is not pressure sensitive. 

The excess volume however increases slightly with pressure (see fig.9.3) which 

means that the second compositional derivative of this function becomes more 
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negative. From eq.6.3 it follows that this leads to a larger value of (aTjap)c with 

increasing pressure which is in agreement with fig.8.16. 

9.4 Conclusions 

The pressure effect on the LCST critical point of a model blend is analyzed 

in terms of thermodynamic excess functions. A change of sign of the excess 

volume with pressure is the result of the interplay between the two theoretical 

volume mechanisms. The excess enthalpy is negative and becomes less negative 

with increasing pressure. 

The excess volume and enthalpy are both positive and concave for the system 

PS/PpMeS. 
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Future Outlook 

The hole theories in this thesis are based on the assumptions of random 

mixing and of pure dispersive interactions. This limits the application of these 

theories because for many polymer systems these conditions are not fulfilled. 

Other kinds of interaction might be involved, like hydrogen bonding, dipole

dipole or other charge induced interactions. A theoretical extension in the 

combinatoric& and the energetics is desirable to describe equilibrium 

thermodynamic properties of these systems. At the moment efforts in this 

direction are undertaken by H.Xie and E.Nies at Eindhoven University of 

Technology. 

Furthermore I hope that this thesis challenges experimentalists to improve 

the excess function measurements of especially polymer blends. This is important 

for the understanding of miscibility behaviour and its relation with pressure. 



Summary 

Summary 

In this thesis the miscibility behaviour and related properties of polymer 

systems in thermodynamic equilibrium are studied in the framework of the so

called hole theories. A representative of these theories is the Simha-Somcynsky 

(SS) model which has proven to be very successful in the description of 

equilibrium thermodynamic properties of pure polymer components. Therefore 

it forms a solid basis for the theoretical study of these properties for polymer 

solutions and polymer blends. 

In chapter 2 the theoretical background of the SS theory is presented and its 

relation with other equation of state models is elucidated. In the SS theory two 

volume mechanisms are operational. Macroscopic volume changes of a system 

are determined theoretically by a variation in the size of occupied cells and by 

a change in the number of vacant sites. This feature distinguishes the SS theory 

from other equation of state theories in which only one of these two volume 

mechanisms is active. The original Simha-Somcynsky theory is modified by a 

replacement of the occupied site fraction by an external contact fraction in the 

relevant expressions. This modified version is called the Holes and Huggins 

(HH) theory. 

Pure components in the SS and HH theories are characterized by four 

molecular constants which are quantified by a fit of equilibrium equation of 

state data. In comparison with most other equation of state models, the SS and 

HH theories give numerically superior fits which is an indication for the validity 

of the assumptions underlying these theories. The modified hole theory models 

a polymer component differently than the original SS theory. A less dense 

structure, i.e. a larger fraction of vacant sites, is suggested (see chapter 3). 

Jain and Simha applied the SS hole theory to investigate the miscibility 

behaviour of polymer solutions. In this study, the compositional derivatives of the 
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free energy of mixing, relevant for the description of phase behaviour, were 

approximated by polynomial fits to the theoretical free energy. Instead, in this 

thesis exact expressions for these derivatives are computed. In chapter 4 the 

exact and approximate procedures are compared for the case polyethylene/n

hexane , considered by Jain and Simha. · The LCST (lower critical solution 

temperature) demixing behaviour is governed by an iso-free volume principle. 

The critical conditions are characterized by an invariant site free volume 

difference over a moderate pressure range which is a clear indication that LCST 

phase behaviour is governed by free volume. Rather large deviations occur 

between "exact" and "approximate" chemical potentials and spinodals which can 

be attributed to the earlier mentioned fit in the approximate version. 

· The solution polystyrene/cyclohexane is investigated (chapter 5) because a 

wealth of experimental information concerning miscibility related properties is 

available in literature. Both SS and HH theories are capable in describing and 

predicting the UCST (upper critical solution temperature) and LCST miscibility 

behaviour under atmospheric conditions. However, important differences 

between both theories emerge if one is interested in the influence of pressure. 

The HH theory is very successful in predicting these subtle and complex pressure 

phenomena observed for UCST phase behaviour. The SS theory fails to predict 

these effects. Furthermore in chapter 5 the HH theory is confronted with phase 

equilibrium data of the solution polystyrenefmethylacetate. With an adapted 

value of the segmental polystyrene size, one is in a position to describe UCST 

and LCST type of phase behaviour. The pressure influence on both types of 

phase behaviour is predicted in a satisfactory manner. 

In chapter 6 we have presented an alternative and original correlation 

between pressure effects on phase behaviour and thermodynamic excess 

functions for the system polystyrene/cyclohexane. According to the HH theory, 

these pressure influences are related with a change in the local curvature of the 

excess volume and not with a change of sign as suggested in literature. This 

conclusion is supported by experimental excess volume data of Wolf. The 
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predicted change of local curvature is the result of a delicate interplay between 

the two theoretical types of volume mechanisms, i.e. the vacancy free volume 

and the cell volume contributions. 

Flory Huggins x-parameters are frequently used to express miscibility related 

properties of polymer systems. In chapter 7 x-parameters are presented which 

are generated with the SS and HH theories. Different theoretical contributions 

to these parameters are studied separately. UCST miscibility is mainly motivated 

by energetic factors whereas LCST miscibility is induced by free volume aspects. 

This outcome does not provide basic new concepts for the interpretation of 

polymer phase behaviour because similar conclusions have been drawn in the 

past based on other equation of state models. This study however provides more 

insight in the balance between the theoretical factors related to phase behaviour. 

Theoretically and experimentally determined x-parameters are compared for the 

solution polystyrene/ cyclohexane. In the vicinity of the UCST a good agreement 

is obtained, at elevated temperatures deviations occur and a too large 

temperature dependence is predicted. 

Computations presented in chapter 8 concerning miscibility behaviour of a 

hypothetical polymer model blend indicate that the SS and HH theories are 

capable in describing the general observed effects encountered in studies of 

polymer blend miscibility. These effects include a transition from UCST to LCST 

miscibility behaviour with increasing molar mass of the constituents. This is a 

generally observed phenomena; partial miscible oligomer blends frequently 

exhibit UCST type of demixing whereas high molar mass polymer blends 

generally demix at elevated temperatures (LCST). A difference in molar masses 

of the pure constituents is reflected in an asymmetry of the spinodal curves. Just 

as in the case of the solution polyethylene/n-hexane an iso-site free volume 

principle governs LCST miscibility. Its application however is limited and only 

correct when the other theoretical volume mechanism, i.e. variation in cell size, 

is not operational as is the case for the polyethylenejn-hexane system. One of 

the very rare studies in literature dealing with pressure effects on miscibility of 
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polymer blends, reveals a complicated pressure effect. Cloud points of the blend 

poly(vinylidenefluoride)/poly(ethylacrylate) exhibit a tilting effect with pressure. 

A similar tilting effect for the spinodal is obtained with the SS and HH theories 

for a hypothetical model blend when both volume mechanisms are operational. 

Miscibility behaviour of the blend polystyrene/poly(paramethylstyrene) is 

investigated on an experimental and theoretical basis. The DSC and the phase 

contrast optical microscopy techniques reveal UCST miscibility behaviour which 

is quite exceptional for high molar mass blends. The HH theory predicts this 

type of phase behaviour. This blend does not show phase separation at elevated 

temperatures because of the similarity of the site free volume fractions of both 

components. 
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Samenvatting 

In dit onderzoek is bet verschijnsel mengbaarbeid van polymere systemen 

bestndeerd en gerelateerd aan tbermodynamiscbe grootheden in bet kader van 

de wgenaamde "hole"-tbeorieen. Een vertegenwoordiger van deze theorieen is 

bet Simba-Somcynsky model, dat zeer succesvol is in de bescbrijving van 

tbermodynamiscbe eigenscbappen onder evenwichtscondities van zuivere 

polymeren. Zodoende vormt deze tbeorie een solide basis voor de bestndering 

van deze eigenscbappen van polymere multicomponent systemen. 

In boofdstuk 2 worden de theoretiscbe acbtergronden van de Simha

Somcynsky roostertheorie gepresenteerd en wordt de relatie met andere 

roostermodellen toegelicbt. In de Simba-Somcynsky theorie zijn twee 

volumemechanismenoperationeel.Macroscopischevolumeveranderingenvaneen 

systeem worden theoretiscb gerealiseerd door middel van een variatie in de 

grootte van bezette roosterplaatsen en door een verandering in bet aantal 

vacatureplaatsen. Dit feit onderscbeidt de Simba-Somcynsky theorie van de 

andere roostermodellen waarin slecbts een volumemecbanisme aktief is. De 

originele Simba-Somcynsky tbeorie is gemodificeerd door middel van de 

vervanging van de bezette roosterplaatsfractie door een exteme contactfractie in 

de relevante uitdrukkingen. Deze gemodificeerde versie wordt aangeduid met de 

Holes en Huggins theorie. 

Ben zuivere component in de Simha-Somcynsky en Holes and Huggins 

theorieen wordt bescbreven door vier moleculaire constanten die bepaald 

worden via een bescbrijving van druk-volume-temperatuur data onder 

evenwicbtscondities van de desbetreffende component. In vergelijking met 

andere modellen genereren de Simba-Somcynsky en Holes and Huggins 

theorieen superieure fits, betgeen een indicatie is voor de geldigheid van de 

aannamen die ten grondslag liggen aan deze tbeorieen. De gemodificeerde 

theorie modelleert een zuiver polymeer anders dan de originele Simba-
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Somcynsky versie. Een minder dicbte struktuur wordt gesuggereerd betgeen een 

grotere fractie vacatureplaatsen inhoudt. 

Jain en Sirnha pasten als eersten de Sirnha-Somcynsky theorie toe op bet 

ontmenggedrag van polymere oplossingen. Zij benaderden de 

samenstellingsafgeleiden van de Gibbs vrije energie, relevant voor de 

bescbrijving van bet fasegedrag, door deze vrije energie te scbrijven als een 

polynoom in de samenstelling. In dit proefscbrift daarentegen worden exacte 

uitdrukkingen voor deze afgeleiden gebruikt. In boofdstuk 4 worden de exacte 

en benaderende procedures met elkaar vergeleken voor de oplossing 

polyetbeen/n-bexaan. Het LCST (lower critical solution temperature) type 

ontmenggedrag (fasescbeiding optredend bij temperatuurverboging) wordt 

bebeerst door een iso-vacature vrij volume principe. De kritische 

ontmengcondities worden gekarakteriseerd door een invariant vrij volume 

verscbil over een groot docb beperkt drukgebied betgeen een duidelijke 

aanwijzing is dat LCST ontmenggedrag vrij volume geinduceerd is. Nogal grote 

afwijkingen treden op tussen "exacte" en "benaderde" cbemiscbe potentialen en 

spinodalen betgeen is toe te · scbrijven aan bet gebruik van de eerder 

polynoomuitdrukking. 

Het systeem polystyreen/cyclobexaan is uitvoerig onderzocbt omdat in de 

literatuur uitgebreide informatie aanwezig is omtrent bet ontmenggedrag van dit 

systeem. Zowel de Simba-Somcynsky als de Holes and Huggins theorie zijn in 

staat bet waargenomen LCST ontmenggedrag en UCST (upper critical solution 

temperature) type fasegedrag ( fasescheiding bij een temperatuurverlaging) onder 

atmosferische condities te beschrijven en te voorspellen. Duidelijke verscbillen 

tussen beide modellen manifesteren zich echter als de invloed van druk op bet 

fasegedrag bestudeerd wordt. De Holes and Huggins theorie is zeer succesvol in 

de voorspelling van deze subtiele en tevens complexe drukinvloed op UCST 

ontmenging. De Simha-Somcynsky theorie daarentegen faalt in de voorspelling 

van dit effect. Verder wordt in hoofdstuk 5 de Holes and Huggins theorie 

geconfronteerd met het ontmenggedrag van de oplossing 
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polystyreenjmethylacetaat. Met een aangepaste waarde van de styreen 

segmentgrootte kan UCST en LCST type ontmenging beschreven worden. 

Verder wordt de drukinvloed op beide vormen van ontmenggedrag redelijk · 

voorspeld. 

In boofdstuk 6 is op een altematieve manier de drukinvloed op ontmenging 

gecorreleerd aan thermodynamiscbe exces-functies van bet systeem 

polystyreen/ cyclobexaan. Volgens bet Holes and Huggins model is de complexe 

invloed van druk gerelateerd aan een locale verandering van de kromming van 

bet exces-volume van bet desbetreffende systeem en niet aan een 

tekenverandering van bet exces-volume, wals in de literatuur is gesuggereerd. 

Deze conclusie wordt gesteund door exces-volume metingen volgens Wolf. De 

voorspelde krommingsverandering is bet gevolg van bet delicate samenspel 

tussen de twee eerder genoemde volumemecbanismen. 

Flory Huggins x-parameters worden frequent toegepast om aan ontmenging 

gerelateerde grootheden uit te drukken. In boofdstuk 7 zijn x-parameters 

gepresenteerd, berekend volgens de Simha-Somcynsky en Holes and Huggins 

tbeorieen. Ben studie naar de verscbillende tbeoretiscbe bijdragen leidt tot de 

conclusie dat UCST ontmenging grotendeels gemotiveerd wordt door 

energetiscbe factoren. LSCT ontmenggedrag daarentegen is vrij volume 

geinduceerd. Dit resultaat Ievert geen wezenlijk nieuwe concepten omdat in bet 

verleden vergelijkbare conclusies zijn geformuleerd op basis van andere 

modellen. Deze studie geeft ecbter wei meer inzicbt in de balans tussen de 

verscbillende tbeoretische factoren die van belang zijn voor ontmenging van 

polymeersystemen. Theoretiscb en experimenteel bepaalde x-parameters zijn 

vergeleken voor bet systeem polystyreenjcyclobexaan. In de nabijbeid van de 

UCST wordt een goede overeenstemming bereikt. Bij verboogde temperatuur 

treden afwijkingen op en wordt een te grote temperatuurafhankelijkbeid van de 

x-parameter voorspeld. 
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In boofdstuk 8 wordt aangetoond dat de Simha-Somcynsky en Holes and 

Huggins tbeorieen in staat zijn de algemene ontmengeffecten te bescbrijven die 

optreden voor polymeermengsels. Zo wordt theoretiscb voor een bypotbetiscbe 

modelblend een overgang waargenomen van UCST naar LCST ontmenggedrag 

met toenemende molekuulmassa van de zuivere componenten. Dit fenomeen 

wordt experimenteel vrij algemeen waargenomen; gedeeltelijk mengbare 

oligomeermengsels vertonen vaak UCST type omtmenging terwijl 

boogmoleculaire blends meestal ontmengen bij een. verboogde temperatuur 

(LCST). Net als in bet geval van polyetheen/n-bexaan wordt in bet geval van 

boogmoleculaire mengsels bet LCST ontmenggedrag bebeerst door een iso-vrij 

volume principe. Het blijkt dat dit principe aileen toepasbaar is indien bet 

andere volume mecbanisme (variatie van de grootte van de roosterplaats) niet 

operationeel is. In de litetatuur is weinig bekend over de drukinvloed op de 

fasescbeiding van boogmoleculaire mengsels. Ben van de scbaarse studies wijzen 

uit dat dit effect zeer gecompliceerd kan zijn. Vlokpuntcurves van de blend 

poly(vinylideenfluoride)/poly(etbylacrylaat) vertonen een tilting effect met 

toenemende druk. Dit boudt in dat, afhankelijk van de samenstelling, de 

mengbaarbeid verbetert of verslecbtert. Ben vergelijkbaar effect voor spinodale 

curven wordt voorspeld door de Simha-Somcynsky en Holes and Huggins 

theorieen mits beide volumemecbanismen operationeel zijn. 

Het ontmenggedrag van de blend polystyreenjpoly(parametbylstyreen) is zowel 

theoretiscb als experimenteel onderzocbt. De DSC tecbniek en fase contrast 

optiscbe microscopie tonen UCST ontmenggedrag aan, betgeen zeer 

uitzonderlijk is voor boogmoleculaire blends. Dit gedrag wordt voorspeld door 

de Holes and Huggins tbeorie. Het mengsel ontmengt niet bij verboogde 

temperaturen, betgeen wei gebruikelijk is voor partieel mengbare 

polymeermengsels. Reden biervoor is bet relatief kleine verscbil in vrij volume 

van de zuivere componenten. 
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Nomenclature 

A repulsive energy constant in Lennard-Jones interaction potential 

[=1.011] 

A : Helmholtz free energy (Jfmol) 

~: Helmholtz free energy of mixture (Jfmol) 

B attractive energy constant in Lennard-Jones interaction potential 

[=1.2049] 

Eo: 
EO: 

E(O): 

E(r): 

Er : 

Er : 

FV: 

f 

fi : 

fo : 

.AG: 

o=: 
·oi: 

Gm: 

AGW: 
g 

8r 
H 

constant in van der Waals interaction energy expression 

total number of external degrees of freedom per molecule 

total number of external degrees of freedom per segment 

energy of a system at rest (J /mol) 

energetic contribution (see chapter 7) 

potential energy of wanderer at the central position in its cell 

(Jfmol) 

potential energy of wanderer at position r in its cell (Jfmol) 

energy of a system in quantum stater (J/mol) 

energy of a system in energy level r (J /mol) 

cell free volume contribution (see chapter 7) 

fraction of occupied sites 

fraction of occupied sites of species i 

fraction of vacant sites 

Gibbs free energy of mixing (Jfmol) 

excess Gibbs free energy (Jfmol) 

Gibbs free energy of component i 

Gibbs free energy of the mixture (Jfmol) 

Gibbs free energy of mixing (J/g) 

statistical number of arrangements related to the permutations of 

vacant and occupied sites 

degeneration of energy level r of a system 

Enthalpy (J/mol) 
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H: 

HUG: 

h 

h 

M: 
Mo: 

~: 

m 

N: 

p : 

p*: 
-p 

Hamiltonian (J/mol) 

excess enthalpy (Jfmol) 

enthalpy of mixing (Jfmol) 

enthalpy of solution (Jfmol) 

Huggins contributio1,1 (see chapter 7) 

free site fraction 

Planck constant (Js) 

excess free site fraction 

derivative in critical condition 

derivative in spinodal condition 

Boltzmann constant (J/K) 

molar mass (kg/mol) 

segmental molar mass (kg/mol) 

molar mass of species i (kg/mol) 

number averaged molar mass (kg/mol) 

weight average molar mass (kg/mol) 

mass per molecule (kg) 

number of molecules in system 

Avogadro number (1/mol) 

number of vacant cells 

total number of lattice sites 

pressure (bar) 

pressure scaling parameter (bar) 

reduced pressure 

Nomenclature 

Pi momentum corresponding to the centre of mass of the i'th molecule 

(kg m/s) 

Q auxiliary variable ( = yV /V*) 

q contact fraction 

q hard core volume correction factor 

R gas constant (J/(molK)) 

r intersegmental or intermolecular distance (m) 

r* distance corresponding to minimum in Leonard-Jones curve (m) 
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s 
SFH: 

SHH: 

S; : 

S.o • 
I • 

T: 

T*: 

f: 
TE: 

u 
v 
V*: 

v: 
VAC: 
v-=: 

X 

XAB: 

X;: 
Xr: 

position corresponding to the centre of mass of the i'th molecule (m) 

surface area per segment (m2fmol) 

Entropy (J/(molK)) 

Flory Huggins combinatorial entropy contribution (see chapter 7) 

combinatorial term in SS and HH theory (see chapter 7) 

number of occupied cells per molecule 

parameter indicative for quality of pVT-fit 

number of occupied· sites per molecule i 

number of occupied sites per molecule i in the pure state 

absolute temperature (K) 

scaling temperature (K) 

reduced temperature 

translational energy term (see chapter 7) 

potential energy of the system (J/mol) 

macroscopic volume of system (m3fmol) 

macroscopic volumetric scaling parameter (m3/mol) 

macroscopic reduced volume 

vacancy contribution (see chapter 7) 

excess molar volume (m3/mol) 

macroscopic volume of mixture (m3/mol) 

specific volume of mixture (m3 /mol) 

volume corresponding to the minimum in the Lennard-lones 

interaction potential (m3fmol) 

excess specific volume (m3fbase mol) 

cell partition function or cell free volume (m3/mol) 

reduced cell free volume 

specific volume of component i (m3/mol) 

weight fraction of component i 

Energetic mixing parameter 

Flory Huggins interaction parameter 

base mole fraction of component i 

site fraction of component i 
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X 

y 

y 

£ : 

£* : 

P; 

aP 

aT: 

av: 

~i : 

II'; : 
.... o • "'• . 

Composition variable 

volumetric mixing parameter 

occupied site fraction 

excess occupied site fraction 

partition function or sum-over-all-states 

Nomenclature 

contribution from compressibility factor (see chapter 7) 

configurational partition function 

translational partition function 

coordination number ( = 12) 

thermal expansion coefficient (1/K) 

auxiliary variable [ = 1(1-1/s)] 

thermal pressure coefficient (N/(m2J<:)) 

auxiliary variable [ =2/z] 

configurational partition function directly related to G 

pair interaction energy (J /mol) 

interaction energy corresponding to the minimum in the Lennard

lones interaction potential (J/mol) 

auxiliary variable [ = 2·1/
6 (1-a)y(yV /V*)"113)/(1-ay)] 

fraction of the surface area for molecules i 

auxiliary variable [ = h/((2Dmk:T)1f2)] 

chemical potential of component i (J/mol) 

standard deviation in pressure (bar) 

standard deviation in temperature (K) 

standard deviation in volume (m3 /mol) 

volume fraction of component i 

segment fraction of component i 

volume fraction of component i 

Flory Huggins interaction parameter 

enthalpic part of FH interaction parameter 

enthalpic part of "scattering" FH interaction parameter 

entropic part of the FH interaction parameter 

"scattering" FH interaction parameter 
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Xsne,-1: non-combinatorial entropic part of the "scattering" FH interaction 

parameter 

x,. "chemical potential" FH interaction parameter 

t reduced cell partition function per three external degrees of freedom 

jJ reduced cell partition function per three internal degrees of freedom 

w cell volume (m3 /mol) 
-w reduced cell volume 
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gekomen. 
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en synthetiseren kregen we uiteindelijk toch vat op bet ontmenggedrag van dit 

systeem. 
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volume data on the solution PS/CH. 

Dr.A Wakker ben ik erkentelijk voor de ontmenggegevens van bet systeem 
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Curriculum Vitae 

De auteur van dit proefschrift werd op 18 september 1963 geboren te Heerlen. 

Van 1975 tot 1981 bezocht hij de Stella Maris Scholengemeenschap (Atheneum 

IJ) te Meerssen. Aansluitend begon hij in september 1981 de studie Scheikundige 

Technologie aan de Technische Universiteit Eindhoven (TUE). Het 

propedeutisch diploma werd in juli 1982 behaald en bet kandidaatsexainen in juli 

1984. Als "research scholar" was de auteur werkzaam aan de Case Western 

Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio (USA) van december 1985 tot mei 1986. Na 

een afstudeerprojek.t, dat gedeeltelijk werd uitgevoerd bij DSM Research te 

Geleen en bij de vakgroep Kunststoftechnologie aan de TUE, behaalde hij bet 

ingenieursdiploma in april 1987. In mei 1987 startte hij zijn promotieonderzoek 

en sindsdien is hij werkzaam als vierjarige assistent in opleiding bij de eerder 

genoemde vakgroep. De auteur is winnaar van de Europese Exxon Award 1990. 

Per 1 juli 1991 zal hij in dienst treden bij DSM te Geleen. 



Stellingen 

1. Saeki et al. concluderen op grond van experimentele gegevens dat de 
afgeleide ( 8T / ap )c onder atmosferische condities van teken verandert 
met varierende molekuulmassa van bet polymeer in bet systeem 
polystyreen /cyclobexaan. Hun suggestie dat dit effect gepaard gaat 
met een tekenverandering van bet exces-volume is onjuist. In boofd
stuk 6 van dit proefschrift wordt beschreven dat een verandering van 
de kromming van bet exces-volume hiermee verband houdt en niet 
een verandering in bet teken van dit volume. 

S.Saeki, N.Ku.wahara, M.Nakata, M.Kaneko; Polymer 197516, 445 

2. De wijdverbreide gedachte dat specifieke interaktie, zoals waterstof
brugvorming of dipool-dipool interaktie, noodzakelijk is om een 
polymeermengsel mengbaar te Iaten zijn, wordt tegengesproken door 
de modelberekeningen gepresenteerd in hoofdstuk 8 van dit proef
schrift. 

3. De introduktie door Kammer et al. van de afgeleiden (8p/8T) en 
(lfP/lJV), zoals gedefinieerd volgens de Flory equation of state 
theorie, in een aangepaste versie van Prigogine's celmodel maakt deze 
versie inconsistent. 

H. W.Kammer, T.Inoue, T.Ougizawa; Polymer 1989 30,888 

4. De conclusie van Kyu et al., gebaseerd op FTIR metingen, dat 
waterstotbrugvorming optreedt in bet systeem PPTA/nylon is voorba-
rig. 

T.Kyu, T.I.Chen, H.S.Park, J.L. White; l.Appi.Pol.Sci. 1989 37,201 



5. Recente neutronenverstrooiingsmetingen hebben aangetoond dat 
afzonderlijke polymeerkristallen, bereid via gecontroleerde solutie
precipitatie, na opsmelten binnen 1-2 seconden relaxeren naar de 
"random-coil" configuratie. Dit spreekt de conclnsie van Rudin et aL 
tegen die beweren dat deze relaxatie langere tijd in beslag neemt dan 
de karakteristieke tijden voor verwerking in de smelt. 

P J.Barham, D.M.Sadler; Polymer 1991 32, 393 
AAjj~ P J.Carreau, H.P.Schreiber, A.Rudin; J.Pol.Sci. Part B 1986 24, 
1983 

6. Een onderbelicht aspect bij de studie van mengbaarheid van poly
meermengsels via intrinsieke excimer fluorescentie is het feit dat 
excimerformatie de mengbaarheid kan beinvloeden. 

Y.Zhao, D.Z.Ma, R.E.Prud'homme; Polymer 199132,791 

7. De samenstelling van benzine geeft aanleiding om beschermende 
maatregelen te treffen ten aanzien van het tanken bij benzinestations. 

8. Indien een atletiekwedstrijd aan de binnenkant van de baan met een 
pistoolschot wordt gestart, is het gezien de snelheid van het geluid 
niet fair om op een honderdste van een seconde te klokken. 

9. De te verwachten levensduur van een promovendus is Ianger dan die 
van de Nederlander in het algemeen. 

Alexander Stroeks, Eindhoven, 21 mei 1991 


